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Introduction and aims
This report is a part of a wider research program titled Effective Environmental 
Management: law, public participation and environmental decision making (EMLE). 
EMLE is an innovative exploration of the nature, impact and effectiveness of public 
participation in environmental decision-making. The research program is funded by the 
Finnish Academy, the Finnish Ministry of Environment and the Finnish Environment 
Institute. There are five distinct objectives within EMLE: objective 1: legal analysis, 
objective 2: regional level decision-making in Finland, objective 3: municipal level 
decision-making in Finland, objective 4: international case-study comparisons and 
alternative models, objective 5: evaluating the effectiveness of public participation. 
The aim of this report, and simultaneously also the intention of objective 2 within 
the EMLE research program, concern the dynamics and impacts of participation in 
the environmental permit process at the regional level in Finland.  At a basic level, we 
wish to develop our understanding of the processes and practices actually taking place 
in the environmental permit system, and further analyse how participatory processes 
are implemented, what the effects of participation are and what encourages or inhibits 
successful participation. 
Scholarship on participation lists a number of expected benefits that participation 
can bring to decision-making. Based on principles of social justice and democracy, it is 
argued that participation in political decision-making is beneficial in limiting conflict 
(legitimising decisions and policy-making) as well as facilitating implementation 
1969; (Balducci and Fareri 1998; Cowie and O’Toole 1998; Appelstrand 2002; Sjöblom, 
Sahivirta et al. 2003). Verschuuren (2005) gives a concise summary of the existing 
literature, including the fact that public participation can help further the interests of 
both the participants themselves as well as matters of public interest. 
More recently the importance of participation for problem-solving has also 
emerged, whereby participatory processes in environmental decision-making are seen 
as beneficial in contributing to the values and potential solutions associated with a 
specific environmental issue (Steele, 2001).  Participation can lead to better decisions 
by bringing together different forms of relevant knowledge and experience, and by 
increasing and improving the communication between decision-makers and non-
experts and stakeholders it can lead to greater public understanding and acceptance 
of decisions.  However, there appears to exist a dominance of theoretical discussion 
relating to the effects and effectiveness of participation, and empirical studies of the 
effects of participation are fewer (see for example Fischer 2006).  In particular, our 
interest lies in the nature and effects of participation in the tightly regulated setting 
of pollution permitting, whereas much of the empirical research is concerned with 
planning, resource management, environmental impact assessment or even disputes 
surrounding industrial processes and accidents (see for example Wondolleck and Jaffee 
2000 for planning and natural resource management, Hokkanen 2008 for EIA, O’Rourke 
and Macey 2003 for industrial processes).  
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A broadly accepted trait of successful participation is early involvement (Steele 
2001, Fischer 2006) in a decision-making process, in part to enable participants to 
influence plans and decisions but also in order to foster discussion and mutual 
understanding between parties.   In order for participation to influence the outcome 
of decision-making, a certain degree of flexibility in plans and projects is required 
to allow the incorporation of local knowledge and concerns or the co-production of 
plans.  Where a process lends itself to development and change through participatory 
input, the influence that participation has is easier to perceive.  Our study differs from 
much of the research on participation in the scope of possible participatory influence. 
The environmental permit process is strongly directed by legislation, and the process 
should be standardised across all administrative bodies managing environmental 
permits.  These features suggest limited opportunities for public participation to 
impact on the decision-making, despite the fact that allowing public participation is 
a requirement within the system.
In Finland, the most recent changes to the law regulating environmental permits in 
2000 also broadened participatory rights, with the integrated and participatory permit 
process now intended to act as a framework for enabling mutual tolerance between 
the polluting activity and its stakeholders (Kuusiniemi, Ekroos et al. 2001). This 
provides an opportunity to empirically study participatory processes in a regulated 
context where some aims for participation are given, and practices are becoming 
established. 
The research questions guiding our work are as follows:
• Who is involved in public participation activities in relation to the issuing of 
environmental permits at Finnish regional level?
• What factors promote and inhibit public participation in relation to the 
issuing of environmental permits at Finnish regional level? 
• What are the effects of participation in the environmental permit process?
• How do you measure the effectiveness of public participation in relation to 
the issuing of environmental permits managed at Finnish regional level?
• How could public participation in relation to the issuing of environmental 
permits at regional level be made more effective?
Based on these questions, objective 2 was done in three parts. Part one was a study 
of the effects of participation in the judicial review of environmental permits, done in 
conjunction with a governmental programme to simplify the environmental permit 
system and reduce the administrative burden of judicial review.  In the second part, 
the complaints data gleaned from part 1 was correlated with interviews done with 
staff from all Regional Environment Authorities and Environmental Permit Authorities 
to categorise the different authorities as either positively disposed towards public 
involvement or less positively oriented towards public involvement. This in turn was 
used to select authorities with differing attitudes towards public participation for case 
studies of actual permit deliberation procedures involving interviews with affected 
parties.  
The case studies in each region focused prospectively on their public engagement 
practices. Using interviews with key stakeholders, NGOs, involved individuals and 
administrators as well as the evidence from documentary analysis we assessed how 
effective the particular organisation’s public participation mechanisms are in relation to 
the four key domains that are the focus of this research (law, participation, cost, impact).
This report presents the conceptual framework, methods and the results of our 
objective 2 study as a whole.  Although the discussion covers all the parts of the 
participatory process that affect the effectiveness of the process, we do not seek to 
fully address the questions of effectiveness or future development options here.  This 
report forms a part of the full reporting of the EMLE study, and therefore conclusions 
are presented in other formats.  
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Conceptual framework 
Participation
Participation can take many forms, and affects a wide variety of actors.  When discussing 
participation, terms such as public participation, stakeholder participation or citizen 
participation are common depending on the context and preferences of authors. Beierle 
and Cayford (2002) for example, refer to public participation in their study of participation 
in environmental decision-making as participation through intentionally instituted 
means to involve the lay public in administrative decision-making. This encompasses 
diverse definitions of the public depending on the context of their chosen cases.  Other 
authors, such as Lee (2005) in her discussion of the increasing institutionalisation of 
participation in EU law, use a broader definition to encompass all intentionally instituted 
forms of participation but without a restrictive specification of who the public is.  On a 
similar note, Hajer speaks of participation as ‘…the attempt to involve a variety of actors 
from civil society in a discussion on policy interventions…’ (Hajer 2005b, p625) without 
specifying who is participating beyond the umbrella of civil society, but the intentionality 
of involvement is present here also. 
Beyond the formal participation referred to in the definitions used above, participation 
can also include forms not intended by administrations, such as grassroots initiatives, 
boycotts, public writing and demonstrations.  This can be termed informal participation, 
or ‘independent’ participation (see for example Tendler in Lemos 1998). Often this kind 
of participation occurs where formal participatory mechanisms are few, but it can also 
occur where formal mechanisms exist, but are not seen to be the most effective avenue 
for influence.      
In this study we take a broad understanding of participation, focusing on the formal 
processes as implemented under the auspices of the environmental permit process, but 
not excluding any informal participation that may be detected as taking place in the same 
context.  In terms of who is participating, we seek to include as broad a range of public 
participants as is evident in the data we collect, also including parties which may not 
traditionally be considered ‘public’ such as permit applicants as well as formal bodies 
such as health boards or other invited commentators in the environmental permit process. 
Effectiveness
Effectiveness of participation and effective participation are terms often mentioned in 
literature, generally associated with ‘good’ participation although often in different types 
of settings and circumstances.  However, there are few examples of studies where the 
terms ‘effective participation’, or measures of effectiveness have been defined explicitly. 
Some exceptions are given here to preface our own use of the term.
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Fischer (2006) stresses the importance of design and purpose in implementing 
participatory processes; the need to consider in advance what is sought by implementing 
the participatory process.  In assessing the effectiveness of participation, the key difficulty 
is in determining what was sought from the process in the first place as the goals of 
participatory processes are not always specified. In the absence of a defined goal, what 
are the constituents of an effective, or a successful process?     
Although effective participation is often referred to in literature without a more explicit 
definition of what effectiveness is, some studies have approached participation with clear 
criteria for ‘successful’ participation.  Beierle and Cayford (2002) for example use a set of 
social goals in their evaluation of participation in environmental decision-making in the 
US.  These social goals include: incorporating public values into decisions; improving the 
substantive quality of decisions; resolving conflict among competing interests; building 
trust in institutions; and educating and informing the public.  These are fairly broad 
goals and they bring together different aims for participatory processes expressed in 
scholarly literature as well as in public policy and strategy documents, although focusing 
on outputs and outcomes of the participatory process. 
These social goals do not explicitly cover procedural and democratic aims, such as those 
listed by Fischer (2006), including process openness, representativeness of participation 
as well as process fairness.  Including such elements can arguably bring a more complete 
view of participation, and enable some assessment of effectiveness while also providing 
some scope to identify the components of a process which facilitate participation and 
participatory success.
Coenen et al (1998) aim to assess participation in environmental decision-making 
from a functional-analytical perspective.  They do not reject normative arguments for 
participation, but focus on practice, which they claim often lags long behind normative 
standards.  They summarise three main functional purposes for participation: 
empowerment; legitimacy; and quality of decision-making.  Functionality is equated 
with effectiveness, and these purposes or aims of participation form the basis for criteria 
to assess participation in environmental decision-making, split according to substantive 
and procedural criteria.  
Rowe and Frewer (2000), aiming to devise means of assessing the quality of participatory 
methods propose the  selection of desirable process aspects followed by a presence/absence 
assessment and quality evaluation of these aspects.  Their approach is based on two types 
of theoretical considerations: acceptance criteria, concerning features of a method that 
make it acceptable to the wider public, and process criteria, concerning features of the 
process that are liable to ensure its effective implementation.  However, their approach 
raises more questions than it answers, identifying problems with measurement of criteria 
and context-specific assessment.  The definition of effective participation is encapsulated 
in the authors’ conception of quality, which is linked strongly with acceptability as well 
as procedural efficiency.  Actual influence in the process and decision-making, quality of 
decisions and longer-term impacts of decisions are largely left out of this study. 
All of these approaches, using different terms such as successful participation, effective 
participation or functional participation share certain elements.  Both procedural and 
substantive issues are considered important, and the quality of decision-making stands 
alongside fairness and representativeness.  Scholars such as Rowe and Frewer (2000) 
focus on the participants and consensus, whereas Fischer (2006)  takes a more goal- 
oriented stance and considers the broader implications of the participatory process. 
Goals identified by different scholars include social, environmental, democratic and 
cost-effectiveness goals, demonstrating the complexity of the issue and thus no single 
indicator can give a measure of the effectiveness of participation. Therefore we choose to 
adapt elements from all of these scholars in order to approach the question of effective 
participation in the environmental permit process; beginning with an understanding of 
the participatory process in practice, we follow each procedural step and consider the 
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goals associated with each actor in the process.  From this we can view the process as a 
whole and identify the outcomes of the process, and the effect that participation has had 
on the various elements that make up the permit process and its impacts. 
Process
On the basis of the previous section, the question of effectiveness is best approached 
through the assessment of the whole process of participation and we adapt a classic 
logic model to the current work.  We use this model as a heuristic tool, to enable an 
overall understanding of the practices and process relevant to participation in the 
environmental permit process which will help to assess the role than participation 
plays.  The outcomes and outputs are of particular interest in the assessment of the 
effectiveness of participation, but they should be better understood as a part of the 
whole, including those elements of process and substance as well as issues of fairness 
and representativeness. The conceptual model used will also bring coherence to the 
results as these will be based on a large set of diverse data, covering participatory 
processes in the different parts of the environmental permit process (see also figure 2).
The input stage is taken to be composed of two main elements. The first is the legal 
framework which defines both the environmental permit process and sets out minimum 
prescriptions for participation within the process, and second is the set of resources which 
enable the process to take place (this includes human resources, knowledge, experience, 
physical resources).  The process itself has been labeled participation, and includes the 
process and practices involved in the implementation of participation.  Output is taken 
to cover the tangible elements which the process results in, and this refers to the finished 
permit which will direct the permit applicant’s activities, as well as the immediate costs 
arising from the process.  Outcomes are deemed to be less tangible and longer-term, if no 
less real than the output. Those shown are not necessary, but possible outcomes, and they 
are not exclusive of other effects.  This category includes any potential learning resulting 
from the process, issues of legitimacy as well as the environmental outcomes of the 
process.  The permit sets out the limits to the activity, but environmental impacts may also 
arise from changes in behaviour or learning on a longer-term basis.  The outcomes differ 
both in nature and timescale, it is possible that a process results in limited immediate 
outcomes, but these may have reverberations far into the future.
Side-effects or unintended effects cover such elements that do not naturally fit into the 
other parts of the model, unexpected effects and other costs.  Finally, the dotted arrow 
indicates the potential for feedback from the outputs and outcomes of the process back to 
the input and process parts.  Law can, and is, affected by practices and the permit process 
is repeated by permit authorities who learn about activities, participation and the law 
as they go and thus can modify their own practices relating to participation accordingly.
 
Law   
Resources   
(Input)  
Participation  
(Process)  
Permit  
Immediate costs  
(Output) 
Learning  
Legitimacy  
Environmental outcome  
(Outcome)  
Side-effects /  
Unintended effects  
Figure 1. Process 
diagram for the 
assessment of 
participation
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Methods
The setting for this study is the Finnish environmental permit process, a policy 
instrument used to regulate the emissions and environmental impacts of polluting 
activities. Despite being based on a traditional command-and-control approach, the 
environmental permit process requires case-by-case permit deliberation in addition 
to its standards and norms-based regulation, and the inclusion of hearing rights and 
judicial review (Figure 1).  Decision-making power is delegated to two levels - local 
and regional environmental administration - and three types of Authority1.  The 
‘division of labour’ for permit activity is split between the two types of Regional 
Authorities largely based on their existing expertise. The Environmental Permit 
Authorities, of which there are three in Finland, are derived from the old Water Courts 
and are geared towards managing environmental permits relating to water pollution. 
The Authorities each administer permits in a region covering approximately one third 
of the country.  The Regional Environmental Authorities, of which there are 13, cover 
smaller areas and have a remit to deal with issues relating to air pollution and waste. 
Regional Environmental Authorities also have a dual role in the permit process as 
they are responsible for both processing and monitoring environmental permits.  The 
third category of authority lies with municipal administrations and deals with permits 
with more limited local impacts, such as petrol stations and small-scale quarrying.     
This study was done in three distinct sections, covering all participatory 
opportunities in the environmental permit process (Figure 2). This includes the 
hearing of stakeholders during the permit application and processing stage, as well 
as appeal for judicial review after the permit decision.  The different sections were 
not done in chronological order following the course of the permit process, although 
they do complement each other and provide a comprehensive view of participation 
in environmental permit processes, and the impact of this participation. 
Case studies are central to this study, complemented by different kinds of qualitative 
and quantitative material.  This includes the documented material relating to the cases 
in question, such as permit decisions and correspondence – where available – between 
parties.  Appeal documents were obtained for certain cases, and comprehensive 
interviews have been done with: permit officers; directors of permit authorities; 
judges at the Courts processing permit decision appeals; and most importantly 
perhaps, permit applicants and stakeholders participating in the permit process. 
1 The three permit authorities are:  the Environmental Permit Authorities – formerly Water Courts – and 
the Regional Environmental Authorities, both of which are part of the national environmental administra-
tion, and municipal environmental authorities
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Methods - Regional assessment for case selection
In this phase of work, a regional environmental decision-making study was done to 
explore the differences in permit processing practices between permit authorities in 
Finland.  The primary aim of this was to determine how the attitudes of environmental 
permit authorities towards public engagement differ in order to classify them on 
a scale ranging from a positive to a more negative orientation, or from the purely 
reactive to a pro-active attitude to public participation.  This was done in order to 
provide an understanding of the institutional context of participation, and also to 
provide a case-study selection tool based partly on authority attitude. 
Interviews relating to public involvement policies and practices were done with 
key staff members in all sixteen Regional level environmental regulatory bodies 
(13 Regional Environment Centres and 3 Environmental Permit Authorities). 
Interviewees were chosen based on their experience in processing environmental 
permits, as well as their awareness of the goals and strategies of their particular 
authority. All interviews followed the same thematic sequence covering practices and 
requirements of the participatory system, perceived benefits and disadvantages of 
participation and perceptions of the usefulness of participation in the environmental 
permit system. Interviews were analysed using NVivo software. The results, together 
with data on complaints (see section on judicial review) were then used to categorize 
the sixteen organisations as either positively disposed towards public involvement 
or less positively oriented towards public involvement.
For this categorisation, seven themes as listed below were chosen from the interview 
questions which offered the most concrete evidence of both attitude to participation 
Figure 2. Environmental permit process (adapted from: www.ymparisto.fi - Lupa-asiat - Ympäristölupa)
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and the practical implementation of participatory processes in the different permit 
authorities.  
• Perceived usefulness of participation 
• Perception of how participation contributes to the permit decision 
• Interviewee does more than the law requires for participation 
• Interviewee would want to do more but is limited by resources/ time  
• Opinion of the adequacy of current system (environmental permit system 
participatory process)
• Communication practices - allows participant calls/ flexibility in acceptance 
of participatory input
• Encourages applicant to have contact with stakeholders
In order to obtain a scale of attitudes, each authority’s response to these questions 
was rated positive (=1), neutral (=0) or negative (=-1) to give a total score.  This 
measure for attitude is complemented by some narrative support for the ranking 
based on quotes from the interviews (see Appendix 1). A range of 0-1 was given 
when responses were somewhat ambivalent but biased to the positive, or inconsistent 
through the interview with either neutral to positive or positive to neutral.  
Methods - Permit procedure study
In the case study section of the study, a case was defined as an individual permit 
deliberation event, covering the process from application to permit decision, and 
including all parties and material involved from pre-application discussions to the 
public permit decision.  In certain cases, the permit decision was contested and 
judicial review was initiated, but this process was not completed by the end of the 
study, so the full spectrum of events could not be included. Nonetheless, as all main 
case interviews were done at a similar stage during deliberation, most elements are 
present in all cases. 
In order to obtain a diverse and large enough sample of cases, it was decided 
that each authority should be represented by 2-3 cases, each involving at least 3 
interviews with key parties: the permit authority (decision-maker); the permit 
applicant (polluter); a participant.
Case choice was determined by three criteria: 
1. the environmental permit case was to be ongoing at selection (01.02.2007), 
i.e. the permit application had to be submitted, the process of hearing 
stakeholders had to be done and the permit decision still to be made
2. the environmental permit case was to have been subject to some 
participation 
3. each region should have – if possible – at least one case concerning animal 
shelters, one concerning waste processing and a non-specific third case
The first two criteria were clearly necessary in order to select cases at an 
appropriate stage for assessing the dynamics of permit deliberation and 
participation, whereas the third criterion was based on evidence from the 
complaints study stage of objective 2 where both waste processing and animal 
shelters were found to be both common activities and permit types giving rise 
to most complaints at judicial review.  As the minimum number of cases per 
authority was two, the third optional case was left unspecified depending on 
the nature of potential cases available.
A total of 10 cases were finally chosen, with a total of 30 interviews done. 
Some permit authority interviews concerned more than one permit case, as the 
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permit authority interviewees were the members of regional environment- or 
permit centre staff directly responsible for managing the case.
The cases were selected from four regional environment authorities, and 
one environmental permit authority.  Etelä- and Pohjois-Savo were chosen, 
as although differ slightly in orientation towards participation they do offer a 
vertical element in the scrutiny of participatory practices in the different permit 
authorities.  The other two authorities were selected based on the two extremes 
of the attitude range as ranked in the regional assessment.  These are also at 
the extremes of the country, as the most pro-active authority according to this 
analysis is Uusimaa in the south, and the most passive is Lappi in the north.   To 
complement the regional environmental authorities, one environmental permit 
authority was also selected.  These differed little in the attitudes analysis, and 
therefore the East of Finland Environmental Permit Authority was chosen to 
complement the choice of regional authorities and municipality authorities in 
this region.  
It was hoped that the case studies could reflect the range of participation in 
certain types of permit, and we aimed to select those cases with a relatively 
high level of participation.  However, in limiting the areas from which the cases 
were selected we did not consider the number of ongoing cases suitable for 
our study.  This proved problematic in later case selection as Pohjois-Savo for 
example had very few ongoing cases. Of these, a very limited number had any 
participation at all and therefore we were restricted to these cases where at least 
some participation had taken place.
The reason for the low number of ongoing cases, and very low level of 
participation may be circumstantial, but it is also possible that this is evidence 
of a general apathy in the region.  Pohjois-Savo is not a wealthy region, and much 
of the population is rural.  It is an area experiencing population loss towards the 
west and the south, and very little industry or other economic activity is being 
developed there. The case studies should enable further analysis of the reasons 
for low participation in Pohjois-Savo, and the objective 3 study on municipalities 
may also reveal evidence to support or contradict the apathy hypothesis. 
Where possible, the most active participants in the case were invited to be 
interviewed, based on queries to both permit officers and other participants.  This 
snowballing method narrowed the lists of possible interviewees down to two 
or three in cases with many participants, and contact was attempted with all of 
these.  A number of possible interviewees refused, and some were not possible 
to contact, leaving at least one interviewee per case, but rarely more.
Each case has also been given a general conflict rating and a size rating.  The 
size of the permit case is roughly determined according to the legal limits of 
the activity and its area of environmental influence.  Activities rated small have 
localised effects and are narrowly within permitting limits.  Activities rated 
large have wider-reaching and more varied environmental effects, and fall well 
within permitting requirements. The conflict rating ranges from high to low, and 
is intended to be indicative of historical conflict and intensity of participation.
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Table 1. List of cases
Identification Type of activity Region Size Conflict rating
UUS 1 Waste processing, recycling Uusimaa, Espoo Large High
UUS 2 Animal shelters, pig farm Uusimaa, Porlammi Large High
ESA 1 Waste processing, landfill Etelä-Savo Large High
ESA 2 Animal shelters, dairy farm Etelä-Savo Small Intermediate
PSA 1 Soil landfill Pohjois-Savo Small Low
PSA 2 Waste processing, scrap metal Pohjois-Savo Small Low
LAP 1 Animal shelters, dairy farm Lappi Small High
LAP 2 Forestry industry, glulam factory Lappi Small Intermediate
ISY 1 Ore and mineral, copper mine Eastern Finland, 
Kylylahti
Large High
ISY 2 Peat extraction Eastern Finland, 
Lakeanrahka
Large High
Returning to the results from the attitude survey and complaints analysis, cases 
were considered in light of degree of conflict (see Results section). Although each case 
has been chosen on the basis of participatory activity, some cases have clearly attracted 
more attention than others. The Uusimaa cases both have high levels of participation, 
and both have a history of local disagreement and some degree of conflict between 
participants and permit applicants.  The Uusimaa permit authority was ranked as 
most positively disposed towards participation, but also had the greatest proportion 
of complaints made per permit decision.  Pohjois-Savo was ranked second in terms 
of attitude, but had clearly lower levels of complaint, close to the overall mean.  The 
cases from this region were fairly minor, with very little participation.  Of note here is 
also the fact that very few cases were identified in the region overall with any levels 
of participation, suggesting either a quiet time in terms of permit activity, or a more 
general passivity.  
Etelä-Savo was ranked fourth according to attitude to participation, but with a 
higher complaint rate than Pohjois-Savo.  The cases selected from Etelä-Savo had a 
fairly high participation rate, and one of the cases was clearly a high conflict situation. 
The fourth environmental authority from which cases were chosen was Lapland, 
which was ranked last, as most passive in the attitude survey.  The cases identified in 
Lapland were fairly minor in terms of environmental significance, but both had some 
participatory activity.   The regional permit authority had not been ranked previously, 
and was chosen for methodological reasons.  Nonetheless, the cases selected have a 
fairly high rate of participation, and concern high interest activities: peat and mining. 
All interviews were done in Finnish to facilitate spontaneous responses from 
the interviewees.  Where possible the interviews were conducted face to face and 
close together, although a few of the interviews had to be conducted by phone at a 
later time to accommodate interviewees’ schedules and commitments.  Interviews 
were transcribed and coded into the NVivo software analysis tool according to the 
coding framework shown in Appendix 2.  The coding frame is in English to facilitate 
reporting of the cases in English.  
In addition to interviews, the granted environmental permits were carefully 
analysed to assess the formal response of both permit applicant and permit authority 
to the input from participants and official bodies giving statements on the case.  This 
was in turn correlated with the interview material to get a more comprehensive view 
of the response to different types of input to the process, and how responses differ 
between input from experts and non-experts.  
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For each case study, a short narrative was done to summarise key characteristics 
of the case and the dynamics of permit processing according to the headings listed:
1. Case description, including applicant, field of activity, region and any 
characteristics specific to the application (renewal, new activity, expansion 
etc.)
2. Key events and milestones, including any pre-application information 
sessions or meetings between applicant and authority 
3. Nature of participation, who participated, details from the participant who 
was interviewed
4. Authority view
5. Applicant view
6. Issues arising, outcomes etc. 
Using the narratives, we seek to frame the cases and participation in the permit 
process according to the four main themes of the overall EMLE project: law, 
participation, effectiveness and cost
Methods – Complaints study
As an important participatory opportunity in the environmental permit system is 
access to justice through judicial review, this instance of participation was included 
in the study. The research involved the extraction of data relating to all complaints 
made against environmental permits, including the details of the permit application, 
litigant, nature of the complaint and court decisions.  We included complaint cases 
adjudicated by the Vaasa and supreme Administrative Courts between the period 
beginning at the implementation of the Environmental Protection Act in March 2000 
until June 2005.  Overall, the aim was to build an understanding of the complaints 
process and what was happening in practice, and to find out what the impacts of 
participation at this stage of the permitting process are.  The data was first analysed 
to obtain a thorough description of the dataset: e.g. who the litigants are; what the 
key issues and activities that lead to complaints are; what the courts decide and on 
what grounds.  Further investigation was done to reveal differences between permit 
authorities in terms of complaint rate, and also what effect the complaints have on 
the environmental stringency of permits.  
Other data used for the study of municipality-issued permit appeals was collected 
from the regional environment centre of the Uusimaa region, in order to enable some 
form of comparison between the permitting authorities whose permits are appealed. 
The same timeframe as above was used in data collection. 
Key factors associated with a sample (Table 2) of 862 (713 from VaaHaO, 149 from 
KHO) cases were extracted from the register to Excel database and these data were 
then analysed using Excel and SPSS 11.
Table 2. Composition of the sample                                    
Timespan KHO sample VaaHaO sample
1 March 2000-31 December 2001 100% of all referred cases 100% of all referred cases
1 Jan 2002-31 December 2004 100% of all referred cases 70% random sample of all 
cases referred
1 January and 31 May 2005 100% of all referred cases 100% of all referred cases
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For each extracted case a set of 43 factors were recorded that related to the nature 
of the dispute, timing of the process, parties involved in the process as well as the 
nature of the objection and the grounds for the final court decision.  
To complement the quantitative data and to enable a reflection on the process and 
current situation in relation to the previous regulatory structures, interviews were 
carried out with members of both courts involved in adjudication.  The thematic 
interviews covered topics such as the effectiveness of participation in judicial review 
and what the barriers to participation are. All interviews took place at the convenience 
of the respondents, all but one were conducted in Finnish and all were recorded and 
fully transcribed. Ten interviews were conducted with key respondents at VaaHaO 
and KHO.  Interviews lasted between 55 and 100 minute and were all audio-recorded 
and fully transcribed.  Finnish is the language used in the administration of the 
permits and was also the preferred language for most of the interview subjects.  One 
interview was conducted in English as this was acceptable to the respondent and 
enabled all members of the research team to participate in this phase of the data 
collection.
Interview subjects were selected to include Councillors to the panel of Justices 
assessing each case as well as Justices of different expertise working on environmental 
permit questions. This approach ensured that we incorporated the views of all the 
different types of professional staff associated with the handling of disputes in both 
courts.  Prior to the interview a brief outline of key topics relevant to the research 
were sent to respondents, including:
1. What kind of cases are presented to VaHaO and KHO? 
2. How and why do VaHaO and KHO judgements modify a permit?
3. Are there patterns in the nature of complaints being presented and the 
litigants bringing them before the VaHaO and KHO?
4. What are the impacts of the VaHaO and KHO review mechanisms?
5. In what way has participation affected the environmental (credentials) of 
permits emerging from the judicial review?
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Results
The results are presented according to the structure of our conceptual model, with 
relevant findings from the different elements of the study combined under the 
headings of law, participation, output, outcome and side-effects.  An additional 
heading was added as the role of knowledge emerged as a reoccurring theme in the 
data collected, and this presents some scope for further study.
Case summaries are presented as an appendix (see Appendix 3) including 
more detailed descriptions of the parties involved, their relationships, some brief 
background material and context of the permit application.
Law
Role of law
The law provides the framework for the permit process, providing minimum 
requirements for participation, pollution levels, rights and responsibilities.  The law 
also contains elements requiring some interpretation by permit authorities, providing 
flexibility but also leading to non-standard practices in terms of participation.  
Understanding and knowledge of the law is different between actors in the process, 
causing conflict and misunderstanding.
The law is the key determinant in the form the permit takes, with some permit 
officers conceding that the features that participation can affect are very limited. 
The law establishes what the permit thresholds are, what the responsibilities of the 
permit applicant are as well as the absolute maximum emissions limits for different 
activities and pollutants.  However, the flexibility of the law is interpreted differently 
by different authorities.  For example, formal participation is mainly taken to mean 
participation through written comment during a specific space of time during the 
permit process.  However, certain authorities take a more flexible view of what 
constitutes formal participation, and some accept oral statements as well as written 
comments to facilitate participation (see also ‘Forms of participation’).  
The law also has deliberately flexible elements in it such as the notion of Best 
Available Technique (BAT).  Where a permit applicant is required to implement BAT, 
some guidelines exist but essentially it is interpreted on a case by case basis, often by 
the permit applicant.  This means that the permit officer cannot be overly prescriptive 
in requiring certain types of technology or technique, as the permit applicant can 
appeal to financial or technological restrictions when arguing for their method of 
choice.  Any argument relating to technique or technology by participants other than 
the applicant is therefore limited in its potential impact.  
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The law governing the environmental permit process is integrated to cover a 
number of types of polluting activity, but it is not exhaustive. The environmental 
permit process concerns emissions from an activity to air, soil and water.  The law 
also covers neighbour relations, but in environmental terms it is the emissions from 
the activity, once in place, that are the focus of the deliberation process.  This means 
that certain environmental issues are effectively excluded from the permit – partly at 
the discretion of the permit officer – such as biodiversity issues relating to the siting of 
the activity.  One NGO representative when participating in a peat extraction case felt 
that the limited remit of the environmental permit lessened its environmental value.
Similarly, the permit process regulation is concerned only with the emissions from 
the point of the activity, which can both cause confusion to participants as well as 
excluding certain polluting activities from the permit process and permit details. 
Slurry spreading is a good example of this, as cattle shelter permits do not take into 
account what happens to the slurry once it has left the site of the cattle shelter itself. 
This means that the spreading of manure and slurry on fields further away are not 
covered by the permit, although many public participants are not aware of this fact. 
The fact that other regulation covers the fate of these wastes is not often known by 
participants who feel that the use of wastes from an activity should be covered by 
the same regulation as the activity itself. Clarifying this situation to participants, or 
including some element to the permit covering the spreading of slurry on fields for 
example could help resolve many conflict situations.    
Approaches beyond the law
The law sets out minimum requirements for the process, but does not rule out greater 
participatory activity.  Evidence of activities implemented by authorities beyond 
the minimum are few however, and more proactive approaches to permit cases by 
participants are also rare.
Very few initiatives are made by permit authorities to strengthen the participatory 
process beyond the minimum requirements. Permit officers claim to be stretched 
for time and in some cases also feel that there is little interest among the public to 
participate unless they have a particular grievance relating to the activity in question. 
The more active party in attempting to involve the public is often the permit applicant, 
with larger organisations following company policy to maintain an open relationship 
with local inhabitants by organising public meetings and information events.  This 
kind of activity is not required by law, as the primary body responsible for informing 
the public on permit activities is the permitting authority.    
The use by participants of informal participatory avenues are also rare in our 
data, with one notable exception. Many participants interviewed agreed that the 
current participatory process was functional and sufficient, and felt that they had 
enough of an opportunity to affect the decision, and trusted the authority to act 
correctly, one participant stating for example that ‘.. of course we have to accept 
that the permit authority will make the right decision based on all the information 
we have provided …’.  However, one ‘super-activist’2 had gone to great lengths to 
contact other local authorities associated with the case in order to involve them and 
generate support for his arguments.  He had also written letters to local media and 
had been active in trying to rally support from other neighbours to act against a 
landfill development that he opposed.  He did not feel that the participatory process 
was insufficient in general, but did not have trust in the permit authority or permit 
2  we return to this category of participant later in the results section
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applicant, and felt greater pressure was needed from third parties to add strength to 
his own arguments. 
In the same waste treatment case, a spokesperson for local inhabitants also appealed 
to the law outwith the permitting process, claiming to the authorities that the permit 
applicant was acting illegally.  Such appeals are rarely successful however, as any 
crime report is made to the police rather than any environmental authority, and the 
police rarely has the expertise necessary to pursue cases of environmental crime 
before they expire. 
Abuse of law
Most actors behave in line with the law, and instances where the law has been directly 
abused are rare.  However, different parties view the application of the law in different 
ways; such as the resubmission of comments by participants which is considered to be 
abuse by applicants but simply an exercise of a right by authorities. 
 
The law gives some flexibility of interpretation that different parties in the permit 
process may exploit, but it also contains elements which may be used in an abusive 
way by a malicious party. An example of an allowance within the law that can be 
exploited, highlighted by a permit officer and often referred to by permit applicants 
in interviews, is the right that participants have to complement their input after 
submission.  Submitting additional material means that this must be forwarded to 
the permit applicant who then needs to respond to the new material, regardless of 
whether a response to previous participatory input has been submitted to the permit 
authority.  Extensive resubmission on the participants’ behalf can significantly extend 
the permit processing time.  However, many permit authorities do not consider this 
to be an abuse of the law, but an important right that should encourage participation. 
Very little evidence of this kind of abuse was found in interviews relating to the 
cases chosen, although many applicants referred to this as commonly befalling them. 
Some interviewees conceded that they had made this kind of submission, but their 
intentions were founded in perceived deficiencies in information provided by the 
permit applicants, rather than the desire to hamper the decision-making process. 
Participatory process
Attitudes to participation 
The participatory process in environmental permit processing is regulated by 
standards established by law, although each case is decided individually by permit 
officers.  Despite the standardised aspect of decision-making, it is therefore likely that 
the decision-making processes are affected by the preferences, expertise and attitudes 
of those making the decisions.  However, when examining the attitudes of permit 
officers towards participation, very few differences emerged on an authority basis, and 
any differences that were found related to the proactiveness or passivity of respondents 
towards implementing participatory process.  Correlating the attitude survey results 
with permit complaint levels on an authority basis did suggest a positive relationship 
between the activity of the authority and participatory activity.  
As the environmental permit process is administered by a number of authorities 
in different geographic locations, with different local economies and cultures, it is 
conceivable that the attitudes of different authorities institutionally and different 
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officers personally towards participation could vary considerably.  If this were the case, 
this attitude – proactive or even negative – could affect the way in which participatory 
processes are implemented and to what level participation is encouraged in the 
environmental permit process.  
In general, the regional environment authorities interviewed recognized both the 
necessity and value of including participatory processes in the environmental permit 
system, and were also very clear on their responsibilities to the public vis-à-vis the law. 
As the current permit system was introduced only five years prior to the interviews, 
most authorities were still experiencing a settling-in phase where the new system had 
not quite become routine.  The new legislation also brought new industries under 
permitting requirements and therefore all authorities - with the exception of those 
with least permitting activity - were still experiencing very heavy workloads and 
delays caused by lack of resources.  For these reasons authorities tended to fulfill the 
requirements for participation imposed by the law but had a pragmatic view on any 
further actions they could take to encourage participation, such as public meetings 
and the development of useful and accessible information channels.  
In terms of the minimum legal requirements for participation, the law leaves little 
space for interpretation in practice.  However, where standardization is not possible, 
flexibility is apparent in the way authorities meet legal requirements in the following:
 - the range of stakeholders in each permit application (assessed case-by-case 
according to activity and geographical conditions)
 - the means of informing stakeholders of the application (constrained partly by 
resources, assessed case-by-case)
 - the nature of input permitted from stakeholders (authorities’ attitude 
dependent)
Some flexibility is apparent in the identification of stakeholders potentially affected 
by the proposed activity, where a first demarcation is made by the permit applicant 
followed by a review and possible modification by the environmental authority.  Most 
authorities adopted a precautionary approach and preferred extending the range of 
stakeholders to restricting it.  
Of the full interview analysis certain categories were chosen for ranking purposes 
and the results are displayed in table 3 below (see also Appendix 1 for authority 
summaries). 
 
Table 3. Scoring and ranking of regional environment authorities by attitude to participation
Authority
Perceived 
usefulness of 
participation
Participation 
contributes to 
permit
Does more 
than law 
requires
Wants to do 
more, but for 
resources/ 
time 
System is 
adequate  
in this form
Communication 
allows input by 
phone/ flexible
Encourages 
applicant to 
be proactive 
(regarding 
participation) Score Rank
UUS 1 1 0 0 – 1 1 0 1 4 - 5 1
PSA 1 1 0 0 – 1 1 0 0 3 - 4 2
HAM 1 1 1 1 0 -1 0 3 3
ESA 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 – 1 0 1 0 2 - 5 4
LSU 0 - 1 1 0 0 – 1 1 -1 1 2 - 4 5
PPO 1 0 - 1 1 0 – 1 1 -1 0 2 - 4 5
KSU 0 0 1 0 – 1 0 1 0 2 - 3 7
PKA 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 – 1 0 0 0 1 - 3 8
KAS 1 0 - 1 0 0 – 1 0 0 0 1 - 3 8
PIR 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 – 1 0 0 0 0 - 4 10
KAI 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 - 2 11
LOS 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 0 – 1 0 -1 0 -1 - 2 12
LAP 0 0 - 1 0 - 1 1 -1 -1 0 -1 - 1 13
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According to this ranking, differences in passivity and proactivity can be perceived 
between authorities, and there appears to be a negative correlation with complaint 
rate at judicial review stage with this ranking (Figure 3).  The complaint rate in the 
graph shows the percentage of permit decisions that were the object of complaint for 
each regional environmental authority. To some extent these percentages are linked to 
the overall amount of permit activity in the authority, with a large amount of permit 
decisions being correlated with a higher relative complaint rate.  Size does not account 
for all differences however, and other factors – such as the level of proactivity – are 
likely to be at work.
This apparent correlation presents something of an interpretative challenge as those 
authorities with a more positive and pro-active orientation towards participation 
appear to be those whose permit decisions cause most disputes at judicial review.  A 
possible explanation can lie in the more pro-active nature of inhabitants in regions 
with a pro-active environmental authority, or perhaps the presence of polluting 
activities which encourage both inhabitants and authorities to action in terms of 
participation.  
Interview data from the outlier authority PSA (Pohjois-Savo) suggests that the low 
complaint rate is related to both public passivity and the low-risk nature of much 
of the activity requiring a permit in the region.  On the other hand, another outlier 
PKA (Pohjois-Karjala) suggests that a few large high-profile permit cases can raise 
untypical levels of complaint, which appeared to be the case in that region.  
Permit authority attitude is therefore not a sufficient factor explaining differences 
in activity at the permit complaint and judicial review level, and the other features 
of permit cases and permit dynamics must be examined in ordered to explain 
participation activity.     
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Figure 3. Complaint rate at judicial review with attitude ranking by authority
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Interaction and communication 
Interaction and communication is key to any participatory process, and we sought 
to assess the extent, nature and impact of communication between parties.  The 
strongest links were found to exist between permit applicants and authorities who 
interact and communicate extensively and develop routinised communication 
pathways, whereas participants were required to be far more active in order to 
interact.  Pathways for participation are largely passive and non-discursive, which 
has a negative effect on levels of participation and successful sharing of knowledge 
and information.  
The main forms of interaction during permit application and deliberation processes 
are written communication between the permit applicant and the permit officer. 
Often these parties also meet, sometimes in order to discuss the formulation of the 
application, but most often during a site inspection following application.  Participants 
communicate directly with the permit authorities when commenting the application, 
but may also be in contact to gain more information.  Direct contact between applicant 
and locals is rare, and often limited to participation at an information event where these 
are held.  In practice, few permit applicants host public events, and only two of the 
permit applicants interviewed had done so in our study.  Both of these cases concerned 
high profile and potentially high conflict activities where the permit applicants could 
be classified as large organisations.  Other applicants did not consider a public event 
to be necessary, apart from a single cattle shelter applicant who saw an open day as a 
possibility to liaise with neighbours and other stakeholders.  Each of these applicants 
considered the likelihood of poor attendance to be high, and this was a strong motive 
for not hosting an event or open day.
Figure 4  shows the main interaction links between parties in the permit process.  This 
simplified diagram attempts to demonstrate the extent of communication that seems 
to be happening. This restricted communication - as opposed to the possible three-way 
interaction between authority, applicant and participant - that the permit process can be 
limited to is particularly evident in a mining case in the east of Finland.  In this case the 
permit applicant considers the environmental permit to be a contract between authority 
and permit applicant, rather than an issue of public concern, and therefore both the 
contact with, and importance attributed to participatory input is minimal.
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Figure 4. Main communication and information flows in the environmental permit process
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Nonetheless, the law requires that potentially affected parties be directly informed 
of planned activities. The applicant identifies these parties, and at least this many are 
notified directly by letter of the application.  Information relating to the application is 
posted on a municipal notice-board, on the authority’s website and sometimes in local 
press.  Any changes to the application are similarly disseminated. In approximately 
half of the cases studied, the information made public surrounding permit cases 
from permit authorities both prior to and during the permit process was deemed 
to be sufficient by participants.  These were, for the most case, permits which were 
accepted – i.e. not taken to judicial review – by the public.
In other cases however, the participants went to some lengths to obtain additional 
information about the activity in question as well as about relevant law and technology. 
In one case for example, the permit application and processing relating to a waste 
treatment plant was considered by at least one participant to have been done in secret. 
On a general level, his feelings regarding the relationship between environmental 
authority and permit applicant were summarised in this statement, that ‘..suddenly 
this environmental authority has become an interest group representing the permit 
applicants..’ Too few neighbours had been notified directly, and an aggrieved neighbour 
found out from the municipality that a permit application had been made and activity 
was commencing.  The hearing time had expired, but this was exceptionally lengthened 
so broader participation became formally possible.  This particular participant also 
spent considerable amounts of  time researching the past of the site the permit was 
applied for, as well as the latest developments in landfill operation.
In a second case, the most active participant was a permanent resident and had 
considerable knowledge of the legal and practical details of the site for which an animal 
shelter permit had been applied for, and had ‘.. a few cubic metres of documents and 
evidence..’ relating to the site.  He had been in contact with the permit applicant, a 
relative newcomer to the area, but had not attempted to resolve what he felt to be a 
case of maladministration relating to the site with the permit applicant, but preferred 
to deal with the permit authorities instead.  This stronger interactive link between 
participant and authority was therefore based purely on the participant’s proactivity, 
and knowledge regarding the case.
Not all permit applicants were satisfied with the degree of communication between 
themselves and the permit authority.  In the same animal shelter case as mentioned 
above, the permit applicant had met with different representatives from the permit 
authority and did not deem the communication among officers to be sufficient.  She 
felt that the permit authorities were playing into the hands of participants, and 
had not taken adequate measures to study the practicalities associated with the 
demands the permit authority had made to the piggery. This case was an exception 
however, as in most other cases the permit applicants had few complaints regarding 
the degree and quality of interaction with the permit authorities.  In fact, problems 
with communication and interaction were only mentioned explicitly in high conflict 
cases, where the permit decision was not accepted and the decision was taken to 
judicial review by one or more participants.
 
Nature of the conflict
Participation tended to be driven by some degree of conflict.  In many cases, the 
conflict emerging was more complex and had causes that were far broader than the 
environmental permit case in question. Family feuds, long histories of malpractice 
related to a site and personal grudges against permit applicants were at the root of 
those cases with the strongest participation.  The environmental permit process offered 
a conduit to vent these underlying conflicts, albeit without great hope of solving them.
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For the most part, participants expressed some degree of faith in the permit 
authority to both conduct the permit process correctly and take environmental and 
local comfort into account adequately in deliberation.  However, in some cases, lack 
of trust in the permit authority to conduct permit processes adequately that formed 
at least a part of the basis for conflict.  In one case this is explicitly mentioned by a 
participant as a key motivating factor for participation. The permit was seen to be 
handled as secretly as possible, to the detriment of local inhabitants and entrepreneurs. 
The participant felt that both environment and neighbours were effectively excluded 
from the process, and appealed to have participation time extended in order to open 
the process up to the public.
In a number of cases the permit process appeared to act as a vehicle for the 
continuation of a longer lasting conflict among the parties involved.  In one of the 
smaller cases for example, the disputed permit application related to a farm which 
had been inhabited by a number of the current local inhabitants, and there was 
some history of dispute between old and new inhabitants and old family tensions. 
These were made explicit, and the permit process was seen to be a convenient 
way to express some of the deep-seated feelings about the neighbours and what 
they were doing.  In a second case with some family history, the current permit 
application was considered by the most active participant to have been made on 
the basis of a series of legal and administrative errors and problems dating back 
almost 100 years.  His participatory efforts were not concerned with the nature of 
the activity per se, but the fact that the site had been established and expanded 
on illegal premises.   As a result, he also felt that attempting to resolve the issue 
with the permit applicant was impossible, as they were relative newcomers having 
purchased the site only five years earlier.    
In other cases, conflict appeared to be closer tied to the environmental impacts 
of the permit activity.  One industrial glulam case was dominated by the activities 
of one participant whose property was affected by dust from the industrial site, 
whereas participation in a peat extraction case was dominated by concerns over 
water quality issues.  Nonetheless, it is likely that conflicts over environmental 
permits cannot be explained by the environmental impacts alone, and often there 
are other motivations driving participation and potentially leading the case to 
judicial review.
Motivation and demands
Motivation to participate, although driven at both the process and post-decision 
stage by what can be classed as matteres of personal significance, do differ between 
participants.  Formal participation, i.e. the formal comments, link closely to the 
professional capacity of the commenting body, and are related to the common good. 
This is also the case with NGO participation where motivation is clearly tied to 
the public profile of the NGO, be it environment in general, the local waterway 
or the local residents association.  Public participants, where often couching 
their concerns in environmental terms are motivated by private interests, and 
their demands are accordingly linked to personal comfort and wishes. Competing 
investments are sometimes at the root of such participation.  On the whole, these 
participants interviewed did express some trust towards the decision-maker, but 
were more reluctant to trust the permit applicant, often making demands more 
extreme than legally possible to meet. 
Most participants claim to have a clear idea of what the proposed activity will 
be, what its impacts will and what they expect from the permit authority. In at 
least one case however, the participant felt she had been pulled into a number of 
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participatory processes ranging from petitions to signing joint complaints without 
full understanding about what each initiative was about.  Overall she opposed 
the very activity that the permit was applied for, but more in principle than with 
any detailed demands.
In about a third of the cases, participants were of the explicit opinion that the 
permit applicant could not be trusted or expected to take environmental impacts 
into account in their activities, and had little trust environmental claims made in 
permit applications as these have often been seen to change through the permit 
process.  In this regard, participants saw it to be their role to remind the permit 
officer about salient issues relating to the activity, in order to ensure that these 
were accounted for in the permit details. 
Most participants framed their comments in environmental terms, but also 
acknolwedging that their concerns are related to both comfort and environmental 
well-being.  These are often referred to as mutually inclusive, although issues such 
as smell and noise feature more frequently in comments than less tangible pollution. 
Water quality is of frequent concern, both for aesthetic and environmental reasons. 
Other participants however, such as the official commentators – municipalities, 
health boards etc. – have a more distinct focus on the environmental or health 
effects of activities, rather than elements relating to comfort.  NGOs are also 
distinct in their motivation and demands, as they have greater concern for the 
public good depending on their focus, such as local environment, water or birds 
for example.   In a sense, those few NGOs that are participating in environmental 
permit processes speak for those parties without a direct voice in the process.
In many permit processing cases, participants’ demands have been extreme. 
The permit authorities feel that often participants’ demands reflect both 
unreasonable expectations of what their participation can achieve, as well as a 
lack of understanding regarding the remit of the permit itself.  In one example, 
two participants in an animal shelter case demanded similar restrictions to slurry 
runoff from fields into local waterways.  As the permit concerns the shelter itself, 
the fate of the resulting slurry once it is spread on fields is not an issue to be 
covered by the environmental permit, but falls under other regulation such as the 
EU-wide Nitrates Directive.  
Motivation for participating as wellas demands made are also linked to the 
investment a participant has made which is seen to be threatened by the proposed 
activity.  As noted below (see ‘Who participates’) temporary residents made 
up a large proportion of those participants interviewed.  These residents have 
holiday homes in the vicinity of proposed (or existing, to be changed/expanded) 
activities, and are keen to see their place of rest and relaxation kept free of irritants 
such as noise, smell and pollution from farms and landfill.  To them, the permit 
activity undermines their investment, mainly in terms of comfort but to some 
also in terms of future retail value.  Few permanent residents were interviewed, 
and although this dominance of temporary residents may be an artefact of our 
sampling technique it may also be that permanent residents represent a minority 
group in environmental permit process participation.  Their permanent homes 
in a certain area – although an important investment – do not embody those 
expectations of quiet and calm that holiday homes do.  The cultural setting will 
also be more familiar, and practices less disturbing than to those whose visits are 
temporary.   Therefore, for the temporary resident, this leisure-time investment can 
be seen to be threatened by the investment of the permit applicant, and triggers 
participation with the aim of protecting the holiday residence and the leisure/
activities/qualities associated with it
This view is shared by certain applicants, who perceive some participants as 
having invested in a certain type of cultural landscape without an understanding 
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of the processes that maintain this landscape.  One farmer noted about vacationers 
that ‘..when they come on holiday [the farmers] should stop living for the summer 
holidays..’.  Many permit applicants make concessions to vacationers, either 
voluntarily or through permit restrictions, such as avoiding noisy or smelly 
activities during public holidays or a busy holiday period.  
At judicial review level, motivation for participation can follow similar trends 
as during the permit process on a substantive level.  Those participants, or others 
aware of the process but not active at decision-level who are not satisfied that 
private or common good has been sufficiently taken into account can lodge an 
appeal. However, appeals can also be made on procedural grounds.  In our data, 
the most common appeals were based on concerns for a private interest, reflecting 
the anxieties of the most common litigants; private and groups of individuals and 
permit applicants.  In the interviews with members of both Vaasa and the Supreme 
Administrative Courts we were told of the low incidence of appeals based on 
procedural errors.  Our analysis supports these claims as procedural errors were 
the least common grounds for appeal, occurring in about 10% of the cases. This 
suggests that procedural errors are rare in the environmental permit process, and 
indeed a majority of Court members stated that the quality of environmental permit 
decisions made by the two types of regional permit authority were consistently high. 
Evidence from environmental permit decisions made at municipal level shows a 
higher occurrence of procedural error appeals.  Nonetheless, Finnish Courts are 
mainly dealing with substantive issues in permit appeal cases.
As the environmental permit system was reformed in part to take into account 
requirements of the IPPC Directive3 it now obliges all IPPC industry installations 
to be covered by an environmental permit.  These are the largest installations and 
arguably the greatest potential sources of pollution.  However, IPPC permits make 
up only 15% of all appeals, which is roughly equivalent to the proportion of IPPC 
installations of all permitted installations (MoE, 2008).  This indicates that these 
major polluting activities do not necessarily form a greater focus of public concern 
than other activities.  When scrutinising the data, the most likely activities to be 
brought to court appear to be relatively small-scale projects with relatively limited 
polluting (See Figure 5).  Heavily polluting industries such as metal, chemical and 
energy production remain at the bottom of the rate of appeal league-table with 
only around one in ten permits ending up in court.   
This figure does not show the full picture as the rate of appeals for relatively 
small-scale activities such as waste treatment and animal shelters’ permits is low, 
although these are the most numerous activities and installations for which a 
permit is applied.  Overall, 70 per cent of appeals relate to the following sectors: 
livestock shelters and fish farming; waste treatment; extraction and processing of 
ores and minerals; petrol stations. These are also sectors where activity typically 
involves creating noise and smells clearly discernable in their vicinity, an attribute 
that all the interviewees identified as the most common basis for appeals by 
private parties.  Conceding that this is partly due to the number of permits granted 
of this type of activity and installation, the judges we interviewed felt that larger 
and more complex installations were less accessible to lay members of the public 
and therefore less likely to provoke litigation. 
 
3  COUNCIL DIRECTIVE (EC) 96/61 of 24 September 1996 concerning integrated pollution prevention 
and control (OJ L 257, 10.10.1996, p. 26) 
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Considering the differences between permits granted by the three different permit 
authorities, the findings in Figure 6 show that the appeal rates also vary considerably. 
There is no reliable data for all Finnish municipalities, but the evidence available from 
the municipalities in the Uusimaa region, which is the most populous part of the 
country, indicate that municipal permits receive the fewest complaints.  Roughly the 
same number of appeals are lodged relating to decisions made by state and municipal 
authorities but municipal authorities grant far more environmental permits than state 
authorities. Overall the highest appeal rate concerns permit decisions made by the 
environmental permit authorities, which differ significantly from the others.   The 
key reason for this pattern suggested by the Court interviewees is that the nature of 
the activities covered by the environmental permit authorities; the most contested 
activities, certain forestry activities, mining, peat production and aquaculture fall 
mainly under the jurisdiction of the environmental permit authorities.
Figure 5. Rate of appeals for different environmental permit activities (Vaasa Administrative Court)
Figure 6. Rate of appeals for permits granted by different permit authorities (Vaasa Administrative 
Court)
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These results suggest that the size of the activity or project that the permit concerns 
is not directly related to appeal rate, but rather it is more likely to be affected by the 
nature of the activity itself.  This is evidenced by the fact that IPCC appeal rates are 
not significantly higher than those of other installations. 
Forms of participation 
Most participation takes place through the formal routes of comment and complaint. 
Only in few cases was there any evidence of informal participation through media 
involvement or direct contact between permit applicant and participant. Very few 
efforts to engage with the public beyond the minimum legal prescriptions were 
apparent.
In the environmental permit process there are two key participatory opportunities. 
The first enables participation before the permit decision is made, and therefore has 
the potential to affect the decision-making process.  The second key participatory 
opportunity is through judicial review, once the decision has been made.  The two 
processes are rather different in nature as the first is administrative and the second 
is judicial.  For the participant however, the input given to the authorities may not 
differ much between the permit process and judicial review process.  Both instances 
of participation in the environmental permit process are exploited regularly.  
Beyond these formal avenues for participation, stakeholders may choose to try 
and influence the permit process through informal means.  Most participation in 
the permit process takes place along formal lines with written comments to the 
permit authority, although in a few cases participants have engaged in a range of 
participatory actions beyond the formal process.  These included direct phonecalls 
to the permit applicant, talking to neighbours to activate them as well as writing 
comments for them to sign collectively, talking to the press, making reports to the 
police about the applicants’ alleged criminal activity as well as communicating in a 
number of ways with the permit authority. This type of participation tended to be seen 
by both permit authority and permit applicant as excessive, and in the words of one 
permit officer ‘..tiresome and harassing..’.  In their opinion, this form of participation 
was not supportive of the participant’s case, and could in fact have a negative impact. 
In considering the significance of the judicial review mechanism as an avenue for 
public participation a pivotal question is whether the mechanism is actually used 
or not.  If it is a rarely used mechanism then the regulators would be justified in 
the assumption that it is not an element of practical use in the permit system and 
perhaps unnecessary to retain.  However, our results show that during the first five 
years of the reformed environmental permit system a total of 1167 appeals were 
lodged with the Vaasa Administrative Court relating to 713 granted permits. A further 
186 appeals were made to the Supreme Administrative Court regarding 150 permit 
decisions.  As litigants can appeal jointly, the total number of litigants, 5472 at the 
Vaasa Administrative Court and 1322 at the Supreme Administrative Court was far 
higher than the total number of appeals.   
To illustrate the significance of participation in judicial review, it helps to consider 
the rate of appeals with reference to the totality of permit decisions.  The figures 
show that on average almost one in five permits of permits granted by the regional 
authorities are taken to judicial review, and in certain fields of activity this rate rises to 
one in three (Figure 5). With regard to municipalities the data available do not allow 
to present figures for the whole country, but only for Uusimaa county surrounding 
and including the capital city region.  The appeal rate here was around 12%.
Judicial review is clearly a well trodden path for public participation in 
environmental permit decisions.  These results are in contrast with the less than 
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10% of urban planning decisions in Finland which were appealed during a similar 
timeframe (2001-2005) (Wähä, 2006), despite planning decisions being more frequently 
associated with conflict and high levels of public participation. 
Who participates
Few NGOs participate, and those that do tend to have come across the permit process 
in question by chance.  Formal commentators are invited to comment and most 
often they do, whereas more participation by the public seems to be wanted.  A large 
proportion of the those members of the public participating appear to be temporary 
residents with holiday homes affected by the polluting activity.
Most participants have a direct personal interest in the activity the permit is applied 
for, or rather the effects of that activity.  Some however have participated on the behest 
of other, more active, parties.  They agree with the spirit of the comments made, but lack 
either the time, expertise or the motivation to activate themselves.  A small proportion 
of the participants claimed to have participated in response to the information letter sent 
by the authority, interpreting this as an invitation to comment.
The most common type of participant interviewed was a neighbour of the site of 
the proposed activity.  These were mostly temporary residents with holiday homes or 
owners of local businesses, and only one permanent resident was interviewed. Two 
of the participants were representatives of national NGOs, whereas a third was both 
a neighbour and representative of a local NGO.  These interviewees are not typical, as 
NGOs tend to be very underrepresented in permit processes and judicial review – a 
pattern not limited to the environmental permit process as NGO activity in Finland 
tends to focus on a fairly narrow range of issues (Konttinen 1999) - whereas permanent 
residents make up a larger proportion of participants than interviewed here both in 
permit process and judicial review.  Local businesses are also somewhat over-represented 
in our interviewee group as they make up a much smaller proportion of participants in 
the permit process, and of litigants at judicial review.  Nonetheless, this selection enabled 
us to access a broad range of participant types
At judicial review stage, the vast majority of appellants were private individuals acting 
either personally, as represented by a spokesman or acting in groups.  Figure 7 shows the 
dominance of private individuals in the body of litigants. In over 400 of the 713 permits 
appealed to the Vaasa Administrative Court were from private litigants. This category 
includes neighbours and other residents within the impact area of the proposed activity. 
The second largest group, the permit applicants, appealed permit decisions in only just 
over 200 cases while other potential appellants were active in less than 100 permit appeals. 
Interestingly NGOs are rarely active in appeals, being involved as often as 
supervisory authorities, other businesses and other appellants such as citizen groups. 
Although it is difficult to obtain comparative figures, de Sadeleer and others suggest 
that NGO activity is far higher in some other European countries (De Sadeleer et al, 
2005).  Other authorities get involved in appeals in only a handful of cases.
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The role and meaning of participation 
The role and meaning of participation is interpreted differently by the different parties 
to the process.  Although many public participants feel that the formal participatory 
avenues available to them are the ‘right’ way to participate, it is not always clear to 
them what can be achieved through participation.  Authorities expect constructive 
comments which illustrate the case to help them make decisions, whereas the permit 
applicants tend to see participation as more of a one-way informing exercise.
A number of participants expressed the opinion that communication through the 
authorities, i.e. the permit officer, is the ‘right’ way to participate.  Formal channels 
offer an opportunity to respond when comments are expected and any comment 
made should be formally noted/registered.  This should enable proper handling of 
their comments and a good likelihood of having an impact on the process or permit 
outcome.
Conversely, some applicants felt that formal participation in the permit process 
through comments made to authorities would not help in solving a situation of conflict 
or disagreement.  Some of the ‘smaller’ applicants, farmers or small business owners, 
felt that direct communication with neighbours could help solve issues better than 
going through the permit authority.  Most were surprised at the type of comment that 
participants had sent, and would have been willing to discuss issues with neighbours 
first, to clarify any misunderstandings as well as listen to concerns and grievances, 
rather than reading comments sent to the authority and then responding through the 
authority.  Personal contact was felt to be the better way to work things out.
Larger companies were more likely to view formal participation as the good 
participation, done on clear terms and in a controlled way.  In fact, one of the largest 
permit applicants tended to consider participation to consist mainly of informing 
and reassuring neighbours, taking very little participatory input into consideration.
The NGO participants all feel they have a role in emphasizing the environmental 
risks associated with proposed activities, particularly in highlighting issues that 
may technically be beyond the remit of the permit itself, but may have serious 
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Figure 7. Litigants participating in permit appeals (to the Vaasa Administrative Court)
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consequences.  Some of these issues may also be important in terms of local comfort, 
but may have been overlooked by the permit authorities.  In general, NGOs feel that 
the permit authorities possess sufficient environmental expertise to adequately handle 
permit process, but may be misled by dishonest applicants.
In terms of effectiveness and effects of participation, around a half of the participants 
interviewed felt that their input to the process would have little or no effect overall, 
but felt that when given the opportunity they should at least state their point of view 
or concern. Two interviewed participants explicitly stated that it was easy to respond 
when invited to comment by the authorities.    
Permit authorities mostly felt that participation is valuable to them, and would like 
more of it.  The main reason stated for this was to gain a better understanding of the 
local conditions and concerns, to help make each permit application more tangible or 
‘..add flesh and bones..’ to the case as one interviewee put it.  As most authorities are 
faced with limited resources to organise meetings and conduct thorough site visits, 
comments from neighbours and other stakeholders enable access to the details and 
subtleties of local conditions. 
In judicial review, interviewees from the courts considered participation to seek 
redress to be a necessary and useful element in the environmental permit process. 
On the one hand the right to access to justice was mentioned by all interviewees to be 
of prime importance for democratic purposes, but the role of participation was also 
seen as an important element in a kind of quality control to ensure permit decisions 
were made adequately.  Judges did not consider the role of participation as being to 
bring new information to the process as such, but rather to highlight problematic 
issues for review.
Obstacles and enabling factors to participation
The participation of the public and NGOs appears to be hampered by a lack of 
awareness of the process, as well as the lack of resources to be able to participate in 
what is seen to be an informed way.  The environmental impacts of a case do not seem 
to determine the extent of participation, but often where a permit case is surrounded 
by other controversy (e.g. conflicts unrelated to the specific application at hand) the 
threshold to participate is lower.
As no non-participants were interviewed, reasons for non-participation and 
critical obstacles to participation were not straightforward to identify.  However, 
when considering the participants interviewed, of 10 only 3 were women and one 
of these was part of a group that had commented together.  Almost all participants 
were men, middle-aged or older.  Most were also well educated and were able to 
demonstrate a firm understanding of the nature of the case, as well as its potential 
environmental impacts.  To many, the internet had been a key source of information, 
but many had also consulted with permit officers, colleagues, other experts and so 
on. Availability of and literacy in a certain type of information could thus be a factor 
enabling participation.  
Certain participants interviewed commented on others who could have been in a 
position to participate but did not.  In one such case, neighbourhood relations were 
seen to have been pivotal in keeping people from participating; ‘in order to maintain 
neighbourhood peace’.  
An NGO representative claimed that in many cases where they might have 
participated in some way, either during an EIA process preceding a permit application 
or a permit process, they simply do not have the resources to spare to adequately 
comment on an activity, or do not find out about it on time.  NGOs are legally treated 
as any neighbour to an activity, although they do not need to physically have an office 
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or a field station near it.  No particular communication goes out to them beyond the 
standard local press and municipal noticeboard dissemination.
A number of authority interviewees were unable to explain why certain cases 
generate a lot of participation and why most do not.  They could not link activity size 
or environmental impact to participation rate, but did recognise that in some cases 
the activity of a single person or group could increase participant numbers, but not 
necessarily increase variation in the nature of participatory input.
Role of information/knowledge 
Although the role of information and knowledge has been touched upon in previous 
sections, it is an important theme to be tackled separately also.  The effectiveness of 
participation must be connected to the ability of the different parties to the process to 
understand the issue at hand, or at least to reach some common understanding of it. 
Knowledge is key to the permit process, as the permit authority needs sufficient 
knowledge regarding the permit application and local situation in order to set the 
required permit conditions to keep environmental impacts within legal limits.  This 
information is provided by the applicant in the form of the application, by citizens 
and NGOs through participation and by formal entities whose statement has been 
requested regarding the application.  In-house expertise also provides a basis for 
decision making and ultimately the law determines the scope and limits of the permit. 
Information is key also to the public, first of all to enable any participation, but also 
to allow the participation to be salient.   In applying, the permit applicant provides 
a template for the permit, and may engage a consultant to do all or part of the 
application work.  Some applicants host information events in order to engage with 
the public before the application, in order to provide information about the project 
to neighbours and stakeholders, and possibly to hear local concerns and insights.
Findings from the study
Permit applicants in our case studies were almost unanimous in the sentiment that 
lay participants did not have the expertise required to comment and try to influence 
the permit decision.  Despite many hiring consultants to help in applying, most 
felt confident in their own expertise in their field and did not need additional input 
from participation.  The expertise of the permit authority was generally trusted.  
Concurrently, participants felt insufficiently informed about permit applications 
and the lack of expert knowledge was a hindrance to influential participation.  
Permit authorities were trusted as experts, but not permit applicants.  The permit 
authorities appeared to be the only actors claiming to welcome participatory input 
without expertise.  This kind of input – well-informed but not expert – was what the 
authorities wanted from participation, but were not getting enough of.    
Applicant
The permit application is a key source of knowledge for the permit officer, and 
applicants are often asked to complement applications – up to 10 times in one case – 
with details of the proposed activity and its impacts.  In a sense, all permit applicants 
are experts in their field, and are therefore most familiar with their own activities. 
However, they are rarely experts in the environmental impacts resulting from their 
activities beyond what they are required to do by law. Half of the applicants in our 
study outsourced the application process completely or partly to consultants, others 
used previous permit applications (their own or others’ available on the internet) to 
help in composing the application.  
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One of the large permit applicants felt that different permit authorities had different 
requirements regarding the level of detail required in permit applications, and felt 
frustrated that there was no standard application that would satisfy all authorities 
but each application had to be tailored according to the authority in question. In 
addition, this applicant also felt that lay participants were not in a position to provide 
information to either the permit applicant or the permit authority, and should act 
purely as the recipients of information – in what Arnstein (1969) labels informing, or 
consulting at best.  
Other applicants were less direct in questioning the validity of participant input 
into the permit process, although most agreed that lay participants were generally 
not in possession of sufficient expertise in order to comment and influence the 
environmental permit decision.  Difficulties in communication in conflict situations 
were attributed to precisely this lack of expertise.
Participant
Knowledge is key to all participants.  On one hand, the prospective participants 
possess a degree of local knowledge that permit authorities cannot have unless they 
themselves are local to some proposed activity, and therefore they could always 
bring something new to the permit process.  However, many participants feel that 
their knowledge is not enough to make a difference to the permit process, and here 
they refer to expert knowledge relating to some emission limit and nutrient load or 
technological solution.  Local knowledge is rarely acknowledged as a valuable and 
useful resource by the participants themselves, and they feel less able to contribute 
than experts.
For those participants that had the ability and time to find out more about the 
permit process, their rights, the activity and its environmental impacts, knowledge 
was seen to be the justification for participation.  They felt able to state their opinions 
with confidence that they had sufficient expertise on the topic, and offer suggestions 
or comment on particular issues with reference to 
These participants were all educated men, and comprised the ‘superactivist’ group 
also mentioned elsewhere. In at least two cases these participants with technical 
knowledge claims had also provided information about the case to others with 
standing, and in at least one case had provided – through the provision of knowledge 
– the impetus for others to participate.
Authority
The permit authority is responsible for making the permit decision with the 
knowledge available.  Personal education and experience affects the type of permit 
officials are given to process, and the environmental authority possesses a range 
of expertise within its walls that is available for the individual officer to access. 
This knowledge base is complemented by the permit application itself in terms of 
specific implementation plans and technological applications; official statements 
from bodies such as the municipal environmental authority, local health authorities, 
employment and economic development centres and so on; and finally the input 
from other stakeholders, neighbours, NGOs, local businesses - those referred to as 
participants here.  
A lot of the knowledge the permit officer has access to is therefore expert 
knowledge, from the general substantive expertise regarding the activity in question, 
to increasingly local and detailed knowledge acquired from official statements and 
the application.  Non-expert opinion and input is provided through the participatory 
process.  The permit officers themselves state that one of the key sources of information 
informing the permit decision is the body of official statements relating to each case, 
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but also that the local input really substantiates the case and helps in understanding 
the issues at hand.
In all of the cases the environmental permit authority (as opposed to the regional 
environment centres) was especially careful with the amount of detail obtained from 
the permit applicants and often sent requests for more.  Permit officers from the 
regional centres appeared to have lower requirements, although did often request 
additional details. Some of the larger permit applicants bemoaned the differences in 
requirements between permit authorities, which suggests considerable differences 
in practice.  
In order to contextualise the permit application, participatory input is sought from 
official sources, NGOs and local citizens.  The permit officers themselves state that 
one of the key sources of information informing the permit decision is the body of 
official statements relating to each case, but also that the local input substantiates the 
case and helps in understanding the issues at hand.  The permit officers do not seek 
additional technical input to the permit process from citizens, but rather opinions and 
impressions.  One officer expressly stated that although sometimes well-informed, the 
technical points and suggestions made by participants referred to issues that they, the 
permit authorities, had already taken into account.  What the officer really wanted 
was non-technical knowledge to guide his understanding.   
 
Output
Permit conditions 
All permit applications were accepted, but some permit decisions differed considerably 
from the applications.  The greatest changes were made to permit applications 
administered by the environmental permit authority, concerning areas to be exploited 
or water management plans.  In most cases, participant comments and official 
statements overlapped to such a great extent that it was difficult to discern which had 
most influence on the permit requirements, and permit officers were generally unable 
to specify where a participatory comment had had greater effect.
All permit applications were accepted, some almost as they were presented such as 
a well prepared animal shelter application, others with significant changes such as a 
peat extraction application.   The greatest changes were made by the environmental 
permit authority, in response – to some degree – to demands made by both participants 
and officials giving statements.  Overall, demands and concerns by the participants and 
officials overlapped considerably, with few cases giving rise to ‘original’ comments and 
concerns, e.g. 
UUS1 – participants’ specific demands met, but the activity was not banned overall. The 
permit conditions are a compromise between participant demands and permit applicant 
plans e.g. in terms of working time
ESA2 – participants’ concerns were responded to but no significant changes to the 
permit application were evident
LAP1 – specific participant demands were responded to by appealing to existing 
regulation which covers those concerns, so as long as the activity is legal and fulfils legal 
norms it can continue
LAP2 – a specific plan needs to be created by the applicant and approved by the 
environment centre to deal with airborne dust pollution as per all participant comments, 
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however, conditions in the permit are vague by simply stating that necessary measures 
need to be taken to prevent dust from spreading into the environment
ISY2 – rejection of half of the surface area of peat extraction applied for, and stricter 
conditions on wastewater treatment, compensation, environmental monitoring. The 
permit was effectively a compromise between the permit applicants plans and participant 
demands 
In one case, participant comments and official statements regarding a mining permit 
application were instrumental in the applicant reapplying with significant changes to the 
plan in terms of water management for example.  The new application differed significantly 
from the original one and this second round application drew far fewer participation and 
was granted permit approval.
Not all permit decisions were accepted however, and five of the ten permits were the 
subject of appeal by participants.  In four cases a complaint was expected by either the 
permit officer or the applicant, and in three cases the appellants were well-known to the 
permit authorities, so-called ‘super activists’.  In these cases there was a history of conflict, 
with superactivists forcefully opposing the activity that the permit was applied for.  Both 
superactivists were doubtful that the permit applicant would respond in a cooperative 
way, and viewed litigation as the only means to attempt to block what they perceived to 
be unlawful activities.
The permit conditions have environmental significance.  First of all, the permit 
conditions set by the permit officer will impose emission limits and other requirements in 
terms of noise and running time according to local conditions and current legal guidance. 
This means that in all cases where a permit has been granted, some level of environmental 
restrictions are applied.  However, these may not be additional to the project plans, and 
may simply reflect the current practice in the industry in question.  In those cases where 
the participatory input did affect the permit conditions, they led to stricter emission and 
noise limits, as well as often restricting the running time of the permit activity.  In permits 
where there was no obvious change to planned activities, such as in the animal shelter 
case in Lapland (LAP1) a specific mention of existing regulation not officially related to the 
permit regulation was made, adding to the elements the farmer would have to consider 
when implementing the planned activity. 
Output from judicial review
Judicial review was initiated in half of our study cases, which is a greater proportion 
than was found in the whole set of permit decisions made between 2000 and mid-2005.  
During this period approximately 20% of permit decisions led to judicial review, with 
some deviation between permit authorities. Within this group, we found around half 
of the judicial review processes to lead to some kind of action, such as the returning of 
the permit for re-evaluation or direct change in court. The changes made directly were 
mainly minor in nature, but this means nonetheless that approximately 10% of all 
permit decisions required some additional consideration. 
The question of what litigation actually achieves is central in determining the significance 
of judicial review in the environmental permit process. We examined the court decision 
data to explore the extent of changes to permits, the nature of such changes and also the 
type of litigant whose appeals were most often successful. The fate of appeals was classified 
according to court reaction or litigant reaction. The former group include rejection of the 
appeal, appeal accepted but no change to the issued permit, permit overturned, permit 
returned to authority (the original permit authority or another authority), and change to 
permit conditions. The litigant reaction category is limited to the withdrawal or lapsing of 
the appeal or complaint (combined in the same category of ‘complaint lapsed’).    
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Figure 8. Court decisions on appeals by different litigants (Vaasa Administrative Court)
Overall, clearly over half of all appeals lead to changes or a return of the permit 
for reconsideration. Some indication of litigant success is shown in Figure 8, where 
it appears that appeals made by the permit applicants themselves are the most 
successful in achieving a change in the permit, whereas appeals made by authorities 
most often leads to the returning or overturning of a permit. NGOs are successful in 
over 60% of appeals, which compares favourably with NGO appeal success rates in 
other countries (de Sadeleer et al, 2005). Often appeals made by private individuals 
or groups, such as a fishing association, leads to the rejection of the complaint or no 
change in permit conditions. Nonetheless, a significant proportion of appeals made by 
the different groups result in some change to the permit as it is overturned or returned 
for reconsideration or reapplication. In total, the ‘no change’ category contains less 
than half of all appeals. 
There are also differences in whose decisions are changed in court. As mentioned 
above, interviewees found the permit decisions made by environmental permit 
authorities and regional permit authorities to be of a generally high standard, 
whereas municipality decisions were more often found lacking.  It follows from 
this that changes should be made more often on the basis of appeals made about 
municipality permits, and least often to permits granted by the environmental permit 
authorities. The low level of appeals relating to municipality decisions is therefore 
puzzling (see Figure 6) as one might expect poor permit decisions to be subject to more 
challenges. However, as municipality decisions are also challenged more often on a 
procedural basis, it is possible that participatory processes are not well implemented 
at the municipal level. Another explanation could lie in the nature of the activities 
administered by municipalities, their environmental impact as well as their proximity 
to habitation, that is who would stand to benefit from judicial review and why.
Although the court decision data shown here disguises the actual numbers of 
appeals, it does suggest that participation makes a difference as it leads to remedial 
action for every second case.  Regarding the quality of permits and the apparently 
low level of appeals of municipal permit board decisions, our data is insufficient to 
enable a thorough assessment of this question. 
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Outcomes 
The outcomes of the environmental permit process are less tangible than the outputs 
and more difficult to identify.  We categorised our findings according to some 
common means of assessing the success of participatory processes in environmental 
matters; increased legitimacy of decisions, changes in behaviour or learning, meeting 
participant demands and environmental significance.  
Legitimacy 
For many participants, the environmental permit process seems to improve the 
legitimacy of decision-making.  The process is underpinned by a feeling of trust 
in the environmental authority, and although the fate of participatory input is not 
always clear, participants feel duly taken into consideration and listened to.  Certain 
superactivists in conflict cases do not conform to this however, and for reasons of 
mistrust and historical factors feel that the permit decisions cannot be legitimate.
If one aim of the participatory process is to enhance legitimacy of decisions, the 
interviews with participants after permit decisions were made suggest that this aspect 
is partly being realised, although participant responses regarding legitimacy were 
polarised.  More than half of all interviewed participants stated that although they 
were participating and had concerns about the activity for which the permit was being 
applied for, they would nonetheless respect the decision made by the permit authority. 
In addition, although uncertain regarding the influence they might have on the 
decision, they appreciated the opportunity to express their views.  The superactivists 
in the highest conflict cases responded in an opposite fashion, expressing little faith 
in the decision-makers.  One felt that the whole permit process was illegitimate as the 
permit activity was based on wrongful building and environmental permits granted 
in the past, and no single process would solve the situation.  Another stated clearly 
that he felt the permit officer and permit applicant to be playing together and making 
decisions in secret.  
The level of complaints, just under 20%, could seem to suggest that overall there 
is a lack of perceived legitimacy in decisions made.  However, far fewer actors are 
involved in complaints than in participation during the process; it only takes a single 
complaint to initiate judicial review.  Where this alone is not a strong enough signal 
to support the claim that the participatory process increases legitimacy of decisions, 
it lends more credibility to our interview responses which suggest that legitimacy is 
strengthened.   
Change in behaviour 
Very little change in behaviour was found among participants and permit applicants.  
Larger permit applicants saw restrictions placed upon them as a result of the 
deliberation process to be a temporary nuisance, and were not prepared to change 
plans or behaviour.  Smaller applicants were more flexible, and could see the benefits 
to themselves of responding to participants.  Permit officers, with one exception, did 
not admit to changing attitudes or behaviour as a result of participation.  
Changes in behaviour and attitude were sought from actors as a result of the 
participatory process.  Considering direct replies to participatory and invited 
comments regarding permit applications, the permit applicants’ responses (their 
own or done by consultants) were rather short and often referred to the law and the 
sufficiency of meeting existing regulations. In a few cases concessions were made 
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and compromises offered by the applicant, but in the example of one larger permit 
application, all participant input was dismissed as groundless by the applicant, and 
all demands for compensation rejected.  In its decision, the permit authority heeded 
participants’ concerns and allowed only half of the proposed expansion in its permit, 
also requiring some compensation for damages to fisheries as well as additional 
measures to prevent pollution of local waterways.  Despite the permit decision, the 
grounds for rejection given in the permit - supported by many comments from official 
bodies and lay participants - were not considered robust by the applicant.
Overall, permit applicants are receptive to participant input and behaviour mainly 
for purposes of minimising risk.  Many applicants stated after the permit decision that 
the most significant thing participants can do regarding the permit application is to 
complain about a decision, and that their main intent in responding to participants is 
to prevent complaint. This suggests changing behaviour in response to participation, 
though in a very reactive sense.  In addition, many applicants – particularly those 
with smaller businesses and farms – were only involved in a single permit application 
case, and would therefore not have the benefit of experience regarding participatory 
processes or the need to consider future processes.  Nonetheless, all of the smaller 
applicants clearly saw the benefit of peaceful co-existence with their neighbours and 
others affected by their activity. One interviewee moved away from a complaining 
neighbour, and others hoped to maintain communication with neighbours.  
Of the larger applicants, only one had attempted to increase communication with 
the public in response to complaints about their activity. The others maintained 
their view that the key partners in the process were they themselves and the permit 
authority, and changes would follow from the law or direct requirements from the 
permit officers. 
In cases where participation did impact strongly on the permit decision applicants 
were disappointed, some expressing the suspicion that permit officers and participants 
were somehow in league against them.  Nonetheless, one larger permit applicant 
remained sanguine about the restriction of their planned peat extraction area, noting 
that the permit decision was a setback but that this area would be included in future 
applications and would be exploited eventually.  No changes were therefore made 
to expansion plans despite public opposition. 
In some instances change in behaviour as a result of participation was unexpected. 
For example, one permit officer admitted to letting personal opinions affect permit 
deliberation practice. In this case, the officer stated that relentless ‘pestering’ by 
specific participants could result in their opinions and comments being disregarded 
in the case at hand as well as in the future.  This was not a common feature among 
permit officers however, as most stated in interview their belief that participant input 
was always valuable, despite certain difficult cases and that no changes would be 
made on the basis of participation.
In at least one case involving a large national company applying for a permit, the 
permit officer’s opinion was that participation would not change either the applicant’s 
behaviour or views.  Supported by statements from the applicant suggesting they 
considered the permit to be a contract strictly between permit authority and applicant 
with only expert participation being worthwhile, the permit officer in question 
suggested that this particular company would be very unlikely to change its views 
based on participation.  
Among participants, the participatory process appeared to strengthen existing 
attitudes and reinforce behavioural trends.  Those participants with a trusting view 
of the authority at the onset, maintained this view throughout the process, whereas 
those more negatively disposed towards the permit decision-makers felt vindicated 
after what they deemed to be an imperfect process.  
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Meeting of participant demands
In each case studied, participant demands overlapped strongly with those made by 
invited formal commentators on permit applications. This means that demands are 
addressed in some way to a large extent, although according to permit officers, the 
formal comments have greater weight in the deliberation process.  Permit applicants 
also tended to respond in greater detail to formal commentators than participants, 
whose comments were often deemed unfounded. 
None of the demands for completely rejecting applications were met, but each 
permit did include elements of compromise clearly taking participatory input into 
account.  Two of the ten cases considered were significant in terms of changes to the 
original permit application. In one case half of the proposed expansion of an activity 
was rejected, and thus a lot of the concerns raised by both citizens and officials were 
removed. In the second case, as a result of extensive participatory input and authority 
requests for amendment, the permit application was significantly changed and the 
second round application generated far less participation as many initial concerns 
were addressed.   
In all cases, participant demands have at least some overlap with those made by 
other parties consulted in the process, such as municipalities’ environment boards and 
health boards for example.  It is not possible to differentiate from the permit which 
comments bear most weight in deliberation.  Permit officers state that participatory 
input is always significant as it leads to more care being taken on the points raised, 
but also concede that the expert and authority statements are often more useful in a 
direct sense.
On closer examination, a pattern emerges relating to responses to different types 
of comment.  In most permit cases, the applicants’ responses to official statements 
were longer and more detailed than those to citizens. In a few instances a similar 
point made by both citizen participant and official were referred to separately in some 
detail, but this was rare.  Citizens’ input was often also dismissed as unfounded or 
irrelevant with very little justification, whereas all official statements were responded 
to in some detail.    
Environmental significance
The public and NGOs can affect environmental permit conditions through 
participation during the deliberation process and by initiating judicial review.  Often 
participant comments overlap with formal comments relating to environmental risks 
of permit applications, giving these comments (and their own) additional weight in 
deliberation.  Approximately half of those permits taken to court where action is taken 
lead to increased stringency in permit conditions.  How these changes translate in 
practice has not been determined, but overall the direction of change appears positive 
for the environment. 
The environmental significance of participation in the environmental permit 
process is relevant in part because the participatory process has an aim to improve 
permit decisions, and also because the quality of life and comfort of the public often 
go hand in hand with environmental quality. 
At the permit deliberation level, the environmental significance of participation 
is not straightforward to assess.  Environmental protection is inherent to the law 
which guides permit restrictions, and in interview the permit officers claim to give 
environmental protection in accordance with the law the highest priority in decision-
making.  Nonetheless, the permit officers are restricted by their own field of expertise 
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and that which is accessible to them, as well as through the permit application which 
tends to form the template for the decision.  The application – done by the applicant 
or a consultant – will always have the best interests of the applicant in mind, and is 
likely to be limited in terms of environmental consideration.  Permit conditions drawn 
up accordingly can be generous, allowing similar or even greater emissions than 
previously for an existing business, or simply standard practice for a new installation. 
Tighter restrictions can also lead to leakage whereby permit applicants shift polluting 
activities to different sites where conditions allow it.  Permit monitoring is also 
difficult for permit authorities with limited resources, so whether permit applicants 
meet permit requirements or not is often unclear to permit authorities. 
As mentioned in the previous section, much of the input that participation brings 
overlaps with statements from formal commentators.  This means that the influence the 
public are having is masked by the influence of the formal commentators.  Nonetheless, 
the overlap shows that comments are salient and supportive of each other.  On a 
concrete level, participation can have numerous effects on the permit application, 
and decision.  In one case, an applicant decided to move his industrial installation to 
a more remote location as a consequence of one neighbour with numerous comments 
and complaints regarding dust spreading.  His move, although beneficial for the 
neighbour, means moving the emissions to a location where the applicant’s activity 
will be less actively monitored, and so emissions and pollution may in fact increase. 
On the other hand, concerns about sensitive environments affected by a proposed 
peat extraction activity led to a considerable restriction in permitted extraction area, 
significantly reducing the environmental impacts of the activity.  
On a general level, permit officers feel that participatory input tends to support 
them in requiring more stringent emission levels, although whether these levels may 
have been chosen regardless of participation is unclear.  Most participants associate 
their own comments and complaints strongly with environmental concerns, which 
suggests that the direction in which they might influence decisions is more stringent 
in environmental terms.      
In judicial review, courts can either modify permits to benefit the permit applicant, 
or to the benefit of other appellants.  Permit applicants typically request permit 
conditions to be relaxed, whereas private litigants, NGOs and other parties want 
permit conditions to be tightened.  The appeals lodged by authorities are less 
straightforward to classify, although generally they are concerned with the public 
interest.  A common justification, an assumption in the Aarhus Convention, is that 
participation in environmental decision-making improves decisions and outcomes 
in social and democratic terms, but also relating to environmental protection (Lee & 
Abbot, 2003). We analysed all the decisions made by the Vaasa Administrative Court 
where permit conditions were changed in terms of the environmental significance 
of the change (Figure 9).
The court is limited in what action it can take in modifying permit conditions to 
what the litigant raises in the appeal, and restricted by its legal powers to modify 
conditions. The aim of judicial review is to ensure that granted permits are legal 
and acceptable in their consequences to both inhabitants and the environment. The 
actual changes made to permits may be fairly insignificant and may concern the 
length of the permit’s validity, or minor modifications to installation operating times. 
However, even such modifications indicate that the appeal was justified, and may 
lead to greater care taken by the permit authority in dealing with the same applicant 
in future as well as potentially creating greater public acceptance of the permit. More 
significant changes to permits are also made, such as major changes to operating times 
or operating conditions requiring the relocation of the activity.  
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Indeed, these data suggest that the majority of court decisions led to an increase in 
environmental stringency or no obvious environmentally relevant change (Fig 9). 
In less than a quarter of the cases where the permit conditions were changed were 
they made less stringent. In certain cases changes were made that are both positive 
and negative, where operating times are limited for example, but concessions are 
made on emissions.  In support of the quantitative findings, the Court interviewees 
were unanimous in the opinion that permits, when they were changed, were 
made more strict.  The purpose of judicial review appears not only to safeguard 
the rights of stakeholders, but also to provide additional means of protecting the 
environment.  Where stakeholders appeal on the basis of their right to a clean and 
healthy environment, any changes to benefit the appellants will also yield greater 
environmental protection. 
Our analysis suggests that successful litigation is more often beneficial for the 
environment than not but these results should be treated with some caution as they 
do not take in to account any long term effects of the permit such as leakage of 
activities to another site, or changes in activity with more severe consequences for 
the environment.  However, limiting our analysis to the judicial review and its direct 
outcomes, what can be concluded is that many permits that were changed by the 
court resulted in tighter control and environmental benefit. 
Side effects
Delayed projects/investments
Participation sometimes results in longer permit deliberation processes, either as a 
result of participants exercising their right to amend a comment or request further 
information, or by initiating judicial review.  Most of the permit applicants interviewed 
considered participation to be a necessary but time consuming process, and felt that 
the costs of implementing participatory processes were sometimes unnecessarily high 
because of delays to projects.  One applicant felt that the negative influence of one 
participant was so high that it was more worthwhile to move to a different location than 
stay and address participant demands.  Permit authorities suggest that the greatest 
cause of delay to the process results from the necessary exchange of documents between 
parties, and acknowledge that a highly active participant can thus delay the process.
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A common grievance expressed by the permit applicants regarding the form 
participation is allowed to take in the current process, is that any additional comment 
made by participants to complement or change previous comments needs to be 
addressed separately. This can mean lengthened processing and therefore delayed 
project commencement and possible lost investments.  
In one case, an applicant saw the differences between permit authorities as 
leading to higher permit application costs.  It is a large company with activities 
across Finland the activities of which fall under the authority of different permitting 
bodies.  Although bound by the same regulation and law, these authorities process 
applications differently, and the applicant feels that the same standard should be 
implemented across the board with regards to participatory requirements and 
application content. 
Judicial review as a result of public participation is an element of the environmental 
permit process that permit applicants and permit officers alike would wish to avoid, 
as it requires time and additional work.  This can delay investments and increase 
costs, and may result in a change in permit conditions or even the overturning of the 
permit in a worst case scenario for the permit applicant.
However, permit applicants are also able to complain about permit decisions, 
typically in order to get the permit conditions eased. What public participation through 
judicial review does result in is a lengthier environmental permit procedure.  Our 
analysis demonstrates that the Vaasa Administrative Court took on average 11 months 
to make its appeal decisions although there were variations between industrial sectors 
and individual cases. The Supreme Administrative Court reached its decision on 
average 29 months after the date of the initial decision issued by the permit authority; 
it needs to be stressed that this includes the processing time at both courts.  In the 
Supreme Administrative Court the variation between sectors was greater than at the 
Vaasa Administrative Court; for animal husbandry and cattle shelters the average 
duration of the process in the Supreme Administrative Court was 16 months and for 
ore and mineral extraction and processing it was 30 months.  Compared to many other 
countries these proceedings are relatively rapid, as according to Prieur the average 
duration of judicial proceedings against the administration is 1-2 years at first instance 
and 2-3 at the second instance (Prieur, 1998).
Our findings do not directly show the extent of negative effects in terms of delays 
on investments. We do not believe, however that this delay occurs often. First, a large 
number of appeals relate to permit renewals for existing activities, and in these cases 
an appeal does not prevent operation under the auspices of the previous permit. 
Secondly, the permit authority or a Court may on specific grounds allow an activity 
to take place before the permit becomes legally binding. Hence, there is a mechanism 
to avoid unnecessary delay of activities. Thirdly, court personnel we interviewed 
told us that this was not an effect that they observed. Although court personal is not 
necessary perfect source for this kind of information, they should be aware about 
dispute related to the date of commencement of an activity.
Among the concerns expressed at the time of environmental permit reform in 
2000 was the potential misuse of the right to appeal by the broadened range of 
stakeholders. It was suggested that adding regulatory features that allowed an easier 
means of appealing  permit decisions to a broader group of people increased the 
risk of deliberate disruption to the process in order to delay permit implementation 
and further that this would increase the costs of running the whole permit process. 
Environmental NGOs were seen to be the greatest source of potential disruption and 
our research explored whether there was evidence of such a pattern.. 
Our results show that NGO activity in the judicial review of environmental permits 
is very low in Finland (Figure 7).  In fact, NGOs make up less than ten per cent of either 
the litigants or the number of permits appealed against.  In a study of access to justice 
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EU countries, NGO activity in litigation was observed to vary considerably between 
countries. However, no correlation was found between the legal opportunities offered 
to NGO to participate and actual participation levels (de Sadeleer et al, 2005).  To gain 
some indication of the number of ungrounded complaints we also chose to ask judges 
directly whether they had ever encountered an appeal that lacked any grounds and 
appeared to be specious. Although some judges we interviewed reported that they 
had indeed seen such complaints, a clear majority stressed that these are very rare. 
Comments regarding this issue ranged from the fact that all concerns expressed in the 
appeals were legitimate to the appelant even in cases where the Court was unable to 
intervene and change the permit conditions, to observations regarding the frequency 
of action taken on the basis of appeals. The main problem observed by the judges was 
not the intent behind appeals, but rather their quality and clarity. 
Overall, negative effects of appeals appear to be limited, as abuse of the system is 
not common and mechanisms exist to protect permit applicants from the negative 
effects of delays to investments. The quality of appeals remains problematic for the 
Court process, but ungrounded appeals are not an issue.
Administrative costs
Costs to participants are kept to a minimum, although the perceived costs of research 
or judicial services were potentially a barrier to some prospective participants. 
However, the costs of certain participatory forms were seen by applicants to incur 
unnecessary costs, through additional research and investigation. 
In order to make participation as accessible as possible to any stakeholder to the 
permit process, direct costs for participants are kept to a minimum.  No expert or 
legal consultation is required and in the case of most authorities, participants can send 
comments and complaints by email.  Some costs may be incurred from research, but 
overall participation should be possible at low or no cost to participants.  On the other 
hand, participation may bring some costs in money or time to the permit applicant 
and permit authority. Participants may add to a previously made comment, and each 
addition should be addressed in the same way as comments.
Permit applicants had the most to say about the costs of the process, and felt that 
participation incurred unnecessary costs to them.  The right to amend comments and 
request further information were considered the greatest burdens.  Judicial review 
was also seen as a financial risk by the permit applicants, particularly by the smaller 
permit applicants to whom delayed investments have a greater significance than to 
the larger applicants.
However, despite the low financial input required from participants, many 
participants perceive the effort required to participate to be far higher than reality. 
Many believe that they would need to consult with experts or lawyers in order to 
successfully participate in the permit process.    
Conflict escalation or mitigation
Half of the cases considered in our study resulted in judicial review.  This means that 
in these cases, at least one party was dissatisfied with the process or the output from 
the process.  Although the aims of the environmental permit process do not expressly 
include conflict resolution, one of the purposes of increased participation was to 
improve the acceptability of decisions made in the process.   The cases where the 
permit decisions did not lead to judicial review – and were therefore acceptable – were 
some of the less contentious in our study.  Only one of the higher conflict cases was 
not taken to court after the permit decision was made.
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Although one of the aims of implementing participatory processes in the permit 
process is to find solutions that are acceptable to all parties, one side effect can 
paradoxically be conflict escalation.  In the case of one waste treatment permit for 
example, the ‘super-activist’ stated before the process had come to a close that unless 
all of his demands were met, he would complain about the case and demand judicial 
review. In such a scenario conflict mitigation through the participatory process 
seems unlikely to happen, as permit officers cannot meet all participant demands if 
a proposed activity meets the requirements of the law.
In at least one other case where the motivation for participation seemed to be 
related to a family feud, rather than the activity per se, the permit process will have 
enabled some relief of tension as opinions were encouraged to be voiced, but as the 
permit was granted against the will of the neighbours none of the causes of conflict 
will have been removed.  Here as well the permit decision was taken to judicial review, 
and it is unclear what the outcome of this process will be.
In fact, half of the cases we considered resulted in judicial review.  This means on 
one hand that half of the permit decisions were accepted by the public and to some 
extent concerns about the activity in question were quelled through the process. 
However, it also signifies continued discontent among certain participants and to so 
degree the expectation that a court process will solve the conflict.  The cases where 
judicial review was initiated had high participation levels and often had a history of 
disagreement among parties, and in all cases the complaint was made by citizens or 
local authorities.  Judicial review in these cases was not surprising to either the permit 
officers or permit applicants.  However, although expected, the judicial review was 
not accepted as necessary by permit applicants who felt that the complaints were 
unfounded.
Judicial review takes the case away from a party who is engaged on a relatively 
local level, having had contact with both applicant and participants for a number 
of months.  The courts are expected to take the role of the objective third party 
where environmental permit authorities are seen to have failed to process the permit 
application adequately, either in the opinion of the permit applicant or a participant. 
This should remove any bias from the process, and result in a decision based solidly 
in the law.  What judicial review does not entail is greater communication between 
parties.  In practice, the initiation of judicial review results in a greater distancing 
between parties, as the conflict is taken from a regional or local level to a more abstract 
judicial level.  
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Discussion
To bring the results of this study together, this discussion covers the elements of 
the environmental permit process as described in the methods section.  In order to 
understand the dynamics of the process   
Law
Law is central to participation in the environmental permit process, in determining 
how participation is done and who has standing in the process.  The minimum 
requirements for involvement are set in law, and in practice this is often the extent of 
what is implemented.  For some it is a question of accepting the sufficiency of the law, 
for a few others it is a question of doing what resources available allow for them to do. 
Considering results from both authority survey and case studies, it becomes apparent 
that authorities view the law to be largely adequate in both securing involvement 
in terms of democracy and social justice, as well as obtaining sufficient input from 
neighbours to ensure the permit conditions set are environmentally satisfactory. 
Broader participation would be desirable, but it is seen to be more a question of 
participant activity than any failing of the law. 
The aims of the environmental permit process with regards to participation are in 
part to inform locals of potentially polluting activities taking place in their locality, 
but also to increase the tolerance for such activities through involvement in the 
permitting system (Kuusiniemi, Ekroos et al. 2001; Sjöblom, Sahivirta et al. 2003). 
In a sense, this reflects the common aim of conflict resolution that is sought through 
implementing participatory processes (Verschuuren 2005). A sense of being included 
and ownership, it is said, increases acceptance of activities that are potentially 
disturbing and/or polluting.  The environmental permit legislation is in practice 
permissive of polluting activities, within restricting limits to emissions, extent and 
siting of activities.  Therefore the element of compromise sought through participation 
is potentially the only place for participation to have an impact.  This presents an area 
of possible disappointment and conflict, where participants, authorities and permit 
applicants do not have the same understanding of the role of participation, the role 
of the process and the potential impact that participation can have. 
Where authorities accept the law and consider it sufficient, permit applicants often 
consider many aspects of the law superfluous.  Where some degree of participation 
is accepted by all permit applicants as necessary, many of the rights granted to 
participants beyond simple hearing are deemed wasteful and introduce the potential 
for misuse.  At one end of the spectrum is the applicant who considers the permit 
process to be merely a legal formality, including dissemination of information to the 
public as the only form of involvement necessary, to the other end of the spectrum 
where applicants would genuinely appreciate greater contact with participants to 
facilitate and inform the process, but prior to or external to the formal hearing and 
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participatory process.  What is common among applicants is frustration with the 
bureaucracy that legislation brings, in particular the right for applicants to supplement 
previously made comments which is seen to be used to deliberately delay the process. 
Of all parties to the process, participants tend to be least aware of their rights with 
regards to environmental permits as well as the restrictions imposed by the law.  To 
many, trust in the institution of environmental permitting is strong, and the authorities 
are generally seen as competent in both environmental and social terms.  In addition, 
few complaints leading to judicial review concern matters of procedure, suggesting 
that permit application and deliberation processes are considered in general to be 
lawfully executed.  Exceptions to this are cases where the applicant and authority 
are seen to work tightly together excluding outside influences, as in the high conflict 
landfill case in our study.   
Participation 
As stated above, the form participation in the environmental permit process takes is 
largely informed by the word of the law.  Close neighbours of proposed activities are 
notified directly by personal letter, and others may find out about ongoing processes 
on the web, municipal boards and sometimes through local press.  In addition, some 
permit applicants also hold public meetings relating to the project in question, others 
have been required to do an EIA process prior to permit application and feel this 
process to be sufficient information dissemination.  The right to participate has been 
made broad through the most recent legislation which granted NGOs standing and 
removed some of the restrictions on opportunities to participate at various stages of 
the process. 
Participation does not require expertise or funds, the only requirement is that 
opinions and comments are submitted in writing.  Occasionally oral communication 
is also taken into account.  Nonetheless, of the potential range of participants it seems 
overall that participation in environmental permit processes is limited.  First of all, 
from the general interviews conducted with the environmental permit authorities it 
seems that there is no coherent pattern determining extent of participation, and most 
often participation is lower than expected.  Participatory intensity is not singly linked 
to environmental risk for example, nor is it always related to the physical size of the 
activity or the disturbance it creates.  Other factors are also significant. 
From the cases, a certain type of participant emerges as the most active party:  a 
summer or holiday resident in the vicinity of the permit activity, who is an older, 
educated male with time and effort to spare to investigate the case.   These participants 
felt that they were in a privileged position in terms of information and awareness 
about the case in relation to other potential participants, but also that their level of 
understanding was necessary in order to have any impact on the process.  Despite 
this, these participants did not feel confident that their participation would have an 
impact on the process, at least not as far as achieving their demands.  This sentiment 
was echoed by most participants, some feeling that a single opinion would not bear 
much weight in the process, others wanting to state their view but trusting the permit 
authority to make adequate decisions.
A certain level of knowledge and understanding of the process and the case are 
therefore elements enabling participation, where a certain threshold of interest has 
been crossed.  All 'lay' participants had personal interests in the case which were high 
enough to trigger their activity, whereas NGO participants felt compelled to stress 
the environmental impacts of proposed activities.  Even for the NGO participants, a 
timely awareness of the case was necessary for participation, due mainly to restricted 
resources.   
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Most participants interviewed were also temporary residents of the area concerned, 
so it is feasible that social constraints may be an obstacle to participation in some 
cases. This was the clear opinion of one temporary resident who felt that others in 
the neighbourhood had as much reason to comment on the case as he did, but did 
not for fear of social repercussions.  Social conditions can also prove favourable to 
participation, where local solidarity leads neighbours to participate in support of 
each others' claims and demands.  Where an active party is able to contact many 
people and argue a case, others join in.  This had happened through the activity 
of one interviewee, and in several of the permits reviewed there was evidence of 
comments with very similar if not exactly the same content having been delivered 
by many different participants. 
Another finding is that participation only happens when there is conflict of some 
degree relating to the permit activity, or the parties to the process.  None of the cases 
displayed evidence of participation that was purely encouraging or constructive, and 
no court or authority interviews suggested otherwise.  The nature of participation 
as it is designed in the environmental permit process is such that the opportunity 
is given for parties to comment if they disagree on some point, rather than being 
involved in developing the plans, joint fact-finding or joint decision-making that 
would be an indication of a more deliberative participation process (Fischer 2003). An 
exception to the above is where participatory input relates to a perceived deficiency 
in the application, and the input is more constructive than negative.  Many official 
statements were of this nature, as was some other participatory input, but only rarely. 
So in terms of citizen participation, activity is spurred by disagreement.   
Communication
A clear finding emerging from the interview results is the tendency for communication 
to focus around the applicant-authority axis.  Here, there are usually several points of 
contact prior to and during the permit process, and communication can take various 
forms.  Often applicants and the permit officer meet, or at least have an exchange of 
letters or phonecalls before application.  Once the application has been submitted 
there is often communication between applicant and authority relating to the content 
of the application, and a site visit is also customary where the permit officer meets the 
applicant and looks around the project site.  All of this communication is allowed by 
the law, and unsurprising given the complexity of many permit applications and the 
number of environmental impacts that may need to be taken into account.  
Contact is far less frequent between other parties.  There are no legal restrictions 
to how stakeholders could contact either applicant or authority, but apart from the 
basic information regarding the case, there are no legal requirements for contact 
either.  Although some participants perceive the personal notification of an ongoing 
application as an invitation to participate, all other participation relies on the activity 
of the participant.  In certain cases the applicants host information meetings regarding 
their application, but this is purely voluntary and is usually a consequence of standard 
company policy rather than a wish to seek greater involvement in that particular 
case.   Other than these voluntary – and infrequent – information events it is mostly 
the case that participants and applicants never meet, and never communicate directly 
in any form. 
In a process in which the permit authority is the conduit for all information and 
the point of decision-making can be formal and proper, this can also lead to a less 
transparent process where the authority and their dealings with the third party are 
effectively a black box.  This is to some degree contrary to the aims of the environmental 
permit process which was partly designed to increase openness (Sjöblom, Sahivirta 
et al. 2003).  On one hand, many participants appreciated the ability to communicate 
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their opinions to the permit authority where they are appropriately registered and if 
all goes well, appropriately dealt with.  These participants viewed the authority as 
a more or less objective adjudicator in the permit case, and accepted that the formal 
process as stated in law was the best way to go about resolving issues relating to the 
permit application.
This can lead to a limited process which effectively excludes participation either 
through the dismissive attitude of the authority or applicant, or the perception by the 
public that there is no room to participate.  Sceptical attitudes from expert parties on 
the ability of non-experts to contribute are common in decision-making relating to 
technical matters (Rask 2003) and although the environmental permit process is meant 
to be more than a simple contract, it is often seen as such by any one or more of the 
parties to the process.  This difference in attitudes towards the role of the process,  and 
the role of participation can be problematic for participation, as the different parties 
will not be communicating on clear terms and expectations of what can be achieved 
and by whom will not be the same for all parties.
There appears to be a difference between smaller and larger applicants when it 
comes to attitude and communication.   Where the formal contract position is adopted 
by larger players, smaller applicants such as farmers would in fact prefer more direct 
contact with the participants, preferably before the permit application process begins. 
On one hand this may be due to social issues, as neighbourhood relations are probably 
more important to smallholders who live and work on site, whereas large companies 
with widespread activities and many offices where permit applications are routinely 
done have less regard or interest for the personal relations of workers and neighbours. 
These may also feel less vulnerable to the impact of participation, and therefore pay 
less heed to the details raised by participants. 
Mismatched expectation 
As mentioned above, the permit authorities tend to perceive the permit process as 
adequate in delivering opportunities for participation, and although there could be 
scope for increasing involvement it is not necessary or possible at this point.  'Good' 
and 'bad' participation also features in their dialogue, generally meaning constructive 
and relevant, and complaining or impossible input respectively, they have certain 
expectations from participatory input and have a clear impression of the potential 
impact that participation can have.  Most importantly, participatory input serves to 
illustrate the case for the decision-makers, and more care is taken to address those 
parts of the permit which have raised most concern.  In addition, many permit officers 
appreciate the informative role that participation can have for stakeholders, and the 
need to address the basic democratic rights to be informed and heard.  What is also 
clear to the permit authority is that ultimately the decision to accept or reject a permit 
application is based on the legality of the activity, and the ability of the applicant to 
meet permit conditions.  Participants are unlikely to bring about any radical change 
in this regard to what the permit officer would decide without the participation.
Conversely, participants' input is often extreme, and demanding an unconditional 
rejection of the permit application is common.  This occurred in all but two of the cases 
included in this study.  Constructive comments were given in half of the cases, but 
most related to either closure of the project site, considerably increasing monitoring 
effort or transferring the activity to another site.  Comments and demands which 
relate to other legislation, particularly in the case of animal shelter applications, are 
also frequent.   So although many comments from participants do include details of 
local conditions, they are also presented with demands for total rejection or at least 
significant changes.  
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Between objective, reasoned and relevant expectations for participatory input and 
very emotive and extreme realised input there is a mismatch in expectation of what 
participation can achieve.  The result of this is clash is most often an effort on behalf 
of the authority to respond to participant demands with some compromise in permit 
conditions deemed feasible and legal, with a rationale for the decision noted in the 
permit.  This compromise may then lead to participant disappointment, as ultimately 
no participants – with the exception of the PSA cases where very few demands were 
made – achieved their full demands.  Permit officers also point to irrelevant comments 
or demands, where participants refer to issues not covered by the environmental 
permit.  In some cases the permit officer will examine the validity of the participants' 
arguments and mention the relevant legislation and the projects' status in relation to 
this in the permit, but just as often these comments are dismissed as irrelevant by the 
applicant and left without reaction by the permit officer. 
Side-effects and costs
Disappointment in the process or in some other party to the process can lead to 
unwanted and unexpected side-effects after the permit decision has been made. 
Four of the ten cases included were not resolved to the satisfaction of participants 
and have been taken to judicial review following publication of the permit decision, 
suggesting that conflict escalation has taken place.  Where judicial review is initiated, 
it is possible that permit applicants are unable to realise planned investments or lose 
valuable processing time.  This kind of loss can also be the result of an extended 
permit process where applicants have to supplement their application on several 
occasions, or if participants supplement their own comments with details that require 
additional responses from the permit applicant.  Investment delays are often avoided 
by the addition of a clause in the permit allowing an activity to begin despite judicial 
review for example, but beginning an activity before a permit decision is made is less 
common, unless and existing previous permit exists. 
Overall, costs to the different parties have been kept minimal on a formal level, 
in order to facilitate access to the process.  However, demands from participants or 
permit officers regarding analyses and studies from the applicant can mean additional, 
unforeseen costs for applicants not well acquainted with the requirements of the 
process or the salient environmental impacts to be assessed.  Additional work also 
means additional resource use, and many applicants do feel that aspects of the process 
could be standardised and certain allowances for participation could be restricted in 
order to reduce resource costs. 
For the participant, despite the opportunity to participate with no access to expert 
knowledge or financial resources, the effort to compose something deemed suitable 
for the process can be considerable.  Many perceive the requirements in terms of 
knowledge and expertise to be high, and therefore spend time and energy finding 
out about the applicant, the project proposed, the technology and so on. One stated 
that he felt himself to be something of an expert now, after all the research he had 
felt it necessary to do.  
It is possible that the participatory process can generate new conflicts as well as 
escalate, or resolve, old ones.  Participation can be done anonymously, so details of 
the participant are known only to the permit officer, but in most cases names are 
given and cursory study of the permit content will show who has said what.  This 
may create disagreement between neighbours, and generate mistrust.
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Learning
Learning is increasingly seen as an important outcome from participatory processes 
(Tuler and Webler 2006) and it is also in evidence in the cases that we have examined. 
The permit applicants, depending on their past experience with environmental 
permits learn about the process, and although some expressed frustration with the 
excessive bureaucracy involved in applying for permits to make fairly small changes, 
most first-time applicants conceded that through the application process they had 
learned something about the legislation and current practices associated with their 
acitivities.  To some degree the permit applicants also learn what participants worry 
about, even if this is not necessarily acknowledged as learning, or is dismissed as 
irrational fears based on ignorance.  As applicants have to respond to participant 
comments, some of the smaller permit applicants saw this as a mutual exchange of 
information where both could learn, although they were a minority.  
For the authorities, participation was a clear means to learn about each case, as 
one officer stated, ‘..the participatory input helps put flesh and blood on the case..’. 
Many felt that without participation they were not able to gain a comprehensive 
impression of the case, and preferred broad participation from many actors to gain as 
comprehensive an understanding about the case as possible.  Although participants 
rarely brought entirely new information to the process, they nonetheless helped focus 
the attention of the permit officers on salient elements in each case.  In addition, through 
processing a number of permit applications permit officers gained an understanding 
of the nature of the communities affected by permit activities and felt in some way 
more able to anticipate participant reactions to future permit applications. 
The potential for learning was also important for participants.  On one hand, 
participants learned about the activity in question through the information provided 
by permit authorities, and often those who chose to be active in the process made 
some effort to find out more information about the activity.  Learning about the 
process and their rights was also something certain participants mentioned indirectly, 
although many still felt that the process was not as transparent as they might have 
wished. 
This learning, although it may not become substantiated in immediate behavioural 
change in permit applicants for example, may form a more fertile base for future 
change, or acceptance of more stringent regulation or increased direct contact with 
stakeholders.  The same applies for the other actors in the process, to whom learning 
may be more significant in a cumulative and gradual process, and therefore both 
evidence of the learning and the outcomes of the learning may be difficult to perceive. 
However, it may lead to changes in behaviour that may translate into changes in 
regulation for example.  One aspect of the permit process is its role in anticipating local 
environmental and social needs, and learning by each permit officer and collectively 
in each permit authority may contribute to a better process and permit conditions 
in this sense.  
As a permit officer mentioned in an interview in relation to judicial review, the legal 
machine is a ship that turns slowly and behaviour often changes before the law does. 
Effectiveness
Considering the question of effectiveness then, it seems appropriate to think about the 
different angles of effectiveness of participation; what were the aims of the process 
and outcome and what were the aims of the authority, applicant and participant and 
outcome? 
In terms of law, a key aim of involvement in the environmental permit process is 
informing stakeholders and nurturing cooperation and local acceptance of polluting 
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activities that are authorised and controlled by permit conditions.   To a degree, these 
aims are achieved by the current permit process in the cases considered.  Of the ten 
cases studied here, five permit decisions were not accepted and have been taken to 
judicial review following complaints by participants.   In three of these cases, the 
appellants were so-called 'super activists'  and two of them had already at the permit 
processing stage suggested that they would take their case further if their demands 
were not met.  In the other five cases, participants were either satisfied that the process 
had been appropriately done and either approved of or simply accepted the permit 
authorities' decisions. 
Considering the fairness and representativeness of participation in the process, the 
law goes some way to ensure that participation is broad.  Many different parties have 
standing in the process, and we saw little evidence for attempted participation by 
actors who did not have standing in the cases.  However, there was some indication 
that participation was not evenly distributed, and there was an overrepresentation of 
older men with access to resources – either in terms of time or expertise/knowledge 
- in our study.  It is possible that this was due to sampling rather than showing 
a real trend, but some of our interviewees (from all three categories) noted that 
potential participants were not participating for a variety of reasons.  One such 
reason was social, in cases where participation may have been seen to ‘rock the boat’ 
of neighbourhood relations.  In these cases we found temporary residents to be have 
been active, whereas permanent residents who were certainly entitled to participate, 
and may have had reason to, did not.  
Another reason for non-participation according to interviewed participants was 
the lack of proper understanding.  By this they meant that lay members of the public 
did not fully understand the consequences of the proposed activities, or did not know 
how to participate.  At the same time, the more active parties stated to have better 
than average knowledge and this was seen to be a prerequisite for even potentially 
effective participation.
Finally, a key to access to the participatory process was the timing of notices and 
the availability of information.  NGOs participating noted that often they were not 
aware of cases where they could have participated, as they were not directly notified 
and public notices remained unseen.  In one case a permit officer admitted to timing 
certain notices in such a way as to minimise the chance of a certain participant – a 
temporary resident – taking part, to reduce nuisance.  This can be a more common, 
and less deliberate, situation in cases where activities are proposed near temporary 
residences.  One problem for permit authorities as well as permit applicants is the 
identification of potentially affected parties if they are not permanent residents of 
the area, as well as making sure notices are delivered to them in time for them to 
react within the permitted time.  Another, closely related problem here concerns the 
residents’ ability to either attend events or react in time if they are not present at the 
time.  
As only a single non-participant was interviewed, it is difficult to say with certainty 
how representative or fair the processes studied were.  The law certainly provides 
the right and requires authorities to create the opportunities for participation in 
environmental permit processes, but in practice it may be difficult to ensure fairness 
and representativeness.  The internet has facilitated information exchange, and through 
proposed developments of the permit process this could become a more frequent 
means of communication.  This could remove some of the obstacles mentioned, in 
particular for the temporary residents with whom communication can be difficult for 
practical reasons.  Social obstacles may be less straightforward to address, with the 
exception of allowing a greater amount of anonymity in participation.   
Relating this data to the judicial review findings, many more permits in our study 
sample were taken to judicial review than on average in Finland.  This is likely to be 
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linked to our case study choice, as we actively sought those cases where participants 
were actively involved. In four cases the appellants were private individuals, as is 
most common in judicial review, and the fifth appellant was the local municipality.  For 
the permit authorities, participation that was not extended to a complaint following 
the decision was often considered 'good' participation.  On one hand this indicates 
that their decisions have been accepted, or at least do not cross a conflict boundary, 
and on the other it also indicates a job done adequately. 
Applicants' views of participation were often couched in company policy or standard 
phrases relating to the importance of democracy and human rights.  Most applicants 
did question the necessity of such an onerous participatory process, suggesting that 
many participants were ill-informed and seeking to limit economic activity rather 
than protect the environment.  Permit applicants hoped for a process that would 
not lead to judicial review of the permit decision, something requiring the public 
to accept the decision made by the permit authorities.  In this sense they accepted 
that informing stakeholders was paramount, but few applicants saw participatory 
processes to be necessary for any other purpose.  Those permit applicants whose 
permits were accepted were as a rule surprised by the lack of complaints and were 
ultimately satisfied with the process.   
For participants, all hoped to have an impact in the decision-making, but only 
around half of those interviewed believed that their comments would have any 
significant impact.  Underlying most of the participant interviews was a feeling of 
trust towards the environmental authority and the permit officers.  They were seen 
to be legally oriented and competent enough to make environmentally and legally 
sound permit decisions.  Where mistrust towards permit authorities was evident, 
participants felt strongly that applicant needs were prioritised, at the expense of the 
public, the environment and even legality.  
In the higher conflict cases, many participant comments included the demand for 
a complete rejection of the permit application.  These participants were also those 
less likely to accept a positive permit decision, even if the requirements within were 
tough on the applicant and addressed many participant demands.  These participants 
were inevitably disappointed in the outcome of the process, and most went on to 
complain about the decision, and initiated judicial review.  To these participants, even 
significant influence in the permit deliberation process which did not meet all of their 
expectations was deemed insufficient.  Further on this point, the actual influence a 
comment has had on the process is difficult for participants to perceive.  Their input 
will be addressed in some fashion in the permit text, but issues and comments are 
often grouped and detail is lacking.  This disappointment entrenched their initial 
opinions of mistrust, and will be likely to affect their participatory behaviour in future. 
To them, effective participation means fulfilling their aims. 
Effectiveness of the participatory process is linked to the nature and degree 
of conflict; learning potential; procedural detail and perhaps most importantly, 
information flow and communication.  The different actors have different aims and 
expectations with regards to participation, and often these are mismatched.  Although 
we have not defined an effective process per se, we have identified a number of 
factors which can inhibit effective participation from taking place.  Misinformation, 
misunderstanding and mistrust feature high on this list, and a step forward for 
developing the participatory process lies in enabling clearer communication between 
actors. 
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Appendix 1
Authority attitude survey summaries:
Uusimaa (UUS)
Concerned with the fears and worries of locals regarding polluting activities, and 
recognizes that the aim of participation is to enable the public to effectively contribute 
to the permit process.  Actively engage with the public and permit applicants, and 
encourage applicants to communicate with the local population.
'..in some cases we have had to cajole the applicant into [holding a public meeting], 
the applicant hasn't necessarily seen the value of such a thing but with a bit of pushing 
we've managed to get all stakeholders involved..'
UUS feel that the system does currently work, and is continually improving thanks 
to the increased use of internet for information. 
Länsi-Suomi (LSU)
Somewhat disparaging attitude towards role that local knowledge can have 
in the permit process, with a more procedural view of the role of participation. 
Acknowledges that the locals can bring information that the authorities have missed 
or misunderstood, but only sometimes.
'Sometimes [participation] even provides knowledge..'.
Still struggling with the largest permit workload in the country, LÄN is pragmatic 
about what can realistically be done to encourage participation.  The current system 
does work, but doesn't really activate locals, but then the authority would not have 
time to implement anything additional.   
Lounais-Suomi (LOS)
Recognises the benefits of participatory activities for the acceptability of polluting 
activity, but also clearly states the potential negative impacts from system abuse 
resulting from the subjective attitude of participants.  '..there are benefits for applicants 
for those who want to adapt to their environment and take into consideration [the 
inhabitants'] circumstances…then there is the detrimental side where in some cases 
[locals] have wanted to delay the arrival of some activity and have created a huge 
popular movement about something which really was not worthwhile… [the reaction] 
becomes very emotional and subjective'.
Generally the system works, but the key is to grant permits according to the law. 
Participation within the system is useful for clarifying minor details, but informal 
channels of participation are not really considered.  
Häme (HAM)
Positive regarding participation with the opinion that it is important to both gain 
information about local conditions from participants but also to allow them to feel 
included in the process. 'From to our experience it has been beneficial for the whole 
permit consideration process from our perspective as well as the applicant's that we 
involve as many as possible [at the application stage], it reduces complaints later'
Sees authorities as having a duty to inform the locals as well as possible, and provide 
stakeholders with a summary of the proposed activity but without the resources to do 
more. The system works in its current form but enables parties to make complaints 
on principle which can take up a lot of time. 
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Pirkanmaa (PIR)
Generally positively disposed towards participation but find complaints and protests 
problematic.  
'Well of course it's good that when the inabitants come in from the start they're told 
the right things so they don't up with false impressions and usually we notice it when 
comments are submitted when there are misgivings like – terrible and you can't 
allow this thing here – but usually at that stage the most active ones will call or visit 
with questions and we can tell them, and usually when we grant the permit and the 
restrictions and the activity is described then the inhabitants are reassured.. but it is 
problematic when the locals get together and complain about decisions..' 
Of the opinion that participation can bring useful details into the picture but most of 
the permit process is strictly regulated without much space for adjustment.  Many 
locals do not understand what the authorities can and cannot do.
Pohjois-Karjala (PKA)
Fairly positively disposed towards participation, and acknowledges that the 
authorities cannot always know the exact circumstances affecting proposed activities. 
'..so I must admit that it's often that the neighbours have that knowledge and 
understanding that we here behind the desk, even if we do go on site, cannot see..' 
Public meetings do not always add value in the permit system but information 
received from public is generally a good thing and at best, public participation can 
have crucial significance. However, more disposed to following the letter of the law 
than seeking new ways to activate people. 
Kaakkois-Suomi (KAS)
Accept that participation can contribute to the permit process but in a fairly small way 
and also recognise the problems that can come from participatory rights if abused 
or when conflicts arise.  Participation is mainly considered in its legal requirement 
sense, with little additional effort put into the process.
Int. 1 'As long as people stick to the issue at hand, all perspectives get taken into 
account when permit applications are processed. But then if something becomes some 
kind of popular movement just to oppose some project, then there are not really any 
benefits to participation, it becomes some kind of yes-no argument'.
Int. 2 'And of course we are seeking to make good permit decisions, and then of 
course we inform the locals. But of course for pollution, for small damage we really 
do get information about previous effects from the locals and then also their opinions 
and what they think of something and what they are prepared to accept. That's the 
function of participation, we don't really think about it in practice as it's here in the 
[legislation] this involvement so it's self-evident.'
Keski-Suomi (KSU)
Overall, participation can give valuable additional information for the authorities to 
use in permit processing, but often people don't understand the nature of the process 
or the details involved and try to bring too many (and often irrelevant) issues to the 
table. 
'In terms of benefits we get those local perspectives and issues and so on…but with 
old activities [having to reapply for a permit] the stakeholders complain about it, for 
example things like why was this rubbish dump established here 40 years ago in the 
first place? And they don't see it, that now we are living in 2006 and their bad feelings 
are coming from those old past things and it really puts pressure on us needlessly…
and then when one aspect of a larger installation changes…then the locals they can't 
see that it only applies to a part of the whole, this new decision, and they submit their 
opinions on all the other things too that bother them.'  
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In terms of system function the means are there; the public needs to activate itself in 
order to participate.  KSU follow the word of law and try to do more, but for example 
organised a public meeting but no-one came. However, they do make an effort to 
improve the process and have a quality handbook for the whole process.  
Etelä-Savo (ESA)
Participation is beneficial to stakeholders as they can voice opinions and affect the 
final decision, whereas the authorities gain insights into the local conditions and 
circumstances. A strong element is the necessity to adhere to the legislation and meet 
Århus requirements.  
'Of course [participation has an impact], first of all legislation requires us, permits 
have to contain a response to comments and statements and at that stage we need 
to think of how this affects permit conditions, often it does. Comments are seldom 
unfounded and there are always real reasons behind them.'
ESA does not see the applicant gaining from the participatory process, but go 
some way to improve information channels and are flexible in the means by which 
stakeholders can comment.
Participation in the environmental permit process can be used to try to achieve some 
personal aims with the permit application used as a cover, which hinders the smooth 
running of the process.
Pohjois-Savo (PSA)
The participatory process in the environmental permit system increases transparency 
and can reduce conflicts related to permits.  PSA have a positive attitude towards the 
knowledge that participants can provide and accept it as necessary in the system. 
'The benefits of participation are transparency of the permit process and the obtaining 
of local and specialised knowledge…this way I see it that we avoid complaints made 
due to ignorance. I can't really see the participatory process as having any downsides, 
perhaps it can delay the process but I don't see that as a problem.'
The system works well but could be improved in terms of greater comprehensibility 
of the language used. PSA actively try to improve the information channels between 
parties involved.  
Pohjois-Pohjanmaa (PPO)
Participatory processes are worthwhile for the authorities to implement and 
stakeholders should participate for the sake of better environmental permits and 
lower levels of conflict, but people also abuse the system.
'By participating in the permit process one can be sure that one's environmental 
concerns are taken into account and decisions are made through which environmental 
damage can be avoided or at least decreased.  It is always worth participating and 
it doesn't cost anything.  Of course the participant might be a disgruntled citizen or 
has some kind of fight with the applicant in which case they can delay the process 
on purpose by several years by complaining on false grounds hidden behind some 
environmental issue.'
The system works well in its current form but communication between parties can 
and should be improved for greater efficiency and decreased conflict. PPO does not 
really go beyond the legal requirement for participation.
Kainuu (KAI)
Early participation is beneficial to all, but the right to participate is also abused which 
is problematic.  
'Well, [the main aim of the participatory process] is to let the stakeholders give their 
opinion as soon as possible and that they can still be taken into account [in the 
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process]…so they can defend their rights at the start so there is no subsequent action..
but it can also lead to chicanery in complaints without any sense where someone 
complains to get some project delayed for personal reasons.'
Avoidance of conflict is an important aspect of participation, and it is good that 
participatory rights are formalised in law. Limited interest or ability in going beyond 
the legal requirement. 
The current participatory processes have the intended effects, and the system works 
in its current form. KAI assumes that information travels naturally through small 
communities without the need for authorities to push it. 
Lappi (LAP)
LAP saw other authorities as the main source of useful input, but can also appreciate 
the usefulness of local knowledge and the need to inform locals of activities in their 
area. Problems arise when people do not understand the nature of the process and 
the limits to what the authorities can do.  
'Well, at least it brings that benefit that we get the locals' experiences, things that 
the applicant won't necessarily tell us, and things other authorities may not know. 
That's what we're usually after with these. Then there is the bad side that there are 
these clients who get enthusiastic and make trouble for years. They won't believe us 
when we say that this is how it is and won't change, regardless of what we say, and 
then they make complaints everywhere. And do things that can cost financially. And 
people don't always see the big picture..'
Suggests that there should be a complaint fee so participants think twice before 
making claims and complaints. LAP officials sometimes visit inhabitants on demand 
to clarify issues, but otherwise feel that the system is enough, and opportunities exist 
for stakeholders if they want to take them. 
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Appendix 2
Coding framework – case study interviews
• Barriers to participation (communication, apathy, information  access, deprivation)
• Enabling factors (local agitator, information, events  example from elsewhere)
• Effects of participation (on process, on permit, on parties, on attitudes, what level)
 - General
 - Intended 
 - Unintended
 - Direct
 - Indirect
 - ‘improvement’
• Evaluation of effectiveness/ 'quality' of participation (who is effective, why, 
what is good ppn?)
 - Number of people who participate 
 - Spread or diversity of participants
• Demands from participants
• Factors in granted permit – what affects the final content? (hierarchy of 
influence, expertise, law, flexibility of decision-makers)
 - General 
 - Sought
 - Submitted
• Forms of participation, how and when (timing, locals vs. outsiders, direct ppn, 
informal vs. formal etc)
• Motivation for participation (or not participating, hidden or open etc.) 
• Interaction between parties, behaviour (information flows, openness, 
relationships etc.)
 - Advisory 
 - Barriers
 - Formal requirements for ppn
 - General
 - Practices and modes
• Role of participation, what is participation (what is for whom, on whose terms, 
what can it achieve?)
 - Ideal
 - In practice
 - General
• Role and influence of parties (hierarchy of influence, who represents what 
interests?)
 - Applicants
 - Authority
 - General
 - Individual decision-maker
 - NGOs 
 - Other participants
• Opinions of other parties (trust in institution, credibility, past negative 
experiences etc.)
• Perceptions of the system (does it give adequate opp.s for ppn, who does it 
serve, quality vs quantity of ppn?)
 - Development needs
 - Current function
 - General 
 - Media involvement
 - Misc. interesting comments
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Case summaries
Identification Type of activity Region Size Conflict rating
UUS 1 Waste processing, 
recycling
Uusimaa, Espoo Large High
UUS 2 Animal shelters, 
pig farm
Uusimaa, 
Porlammi
Large High
ESA 1 Waste processing, 
landfill
Etelä-Savo Large High
ESA 2 Animal shelters, 
dairy farm
Etelä-Savo Small Intermediate
PSA 1 Soil landfill Pohjois-Savo Small Low
PSA 2 Waste processing, 
scrap metal
Pohjois-Savo Small Low
LAP 1 Animal shelters, 
dairy farm
Lappi Small High
LAP 2 Forestry industry, 
glulam factory
Lappi Small Intermediate
ISY 1 Ore and mineral, 
copper mine
Eastern Finland, 
Kylylahti
Large High
ISY 2 Peat extraction Eastern Finland, 
Lakeanrahka
Large High
 
UUS1 – Case summary
The applicant is a company recovering and processing construction waste located 
next to a large landfill area in the vicinity of nature protection sites but far from 
concentrated urbanisation. The landfill area itself has been the centre of local conflict 
for some decades, and a specific social movement has emerged around it (officially 
a registered NGO).  The applicant itself has been on site for a shorter period of time, 
beginning proceedings for permit application in 2005. This permit process concerns 
extending current activities (recovery of construction waste and chipping of wood) 
and introducing new activities such as receiving, storing and processing of tyres, 
scrap vehicles, electric and electronics waste and metals.  
The permit process was preceded by a fairly well-attended EIA process, and the 
environmental permit application was publicised in a newspaper as well as through 
direct letter to neighbouring properties.  No residents received direct notice of the 
application as they were deemed to live too far away. Participation in this case was 
high nonetheless with over 20 comments sent to the permit authority.  Comments 
concerned the size of the plot, previous issues with uncontrolled burning on site and 
potential impact of waste storage on local waterways.  
The interviewed participant was a representative of the local NGO who supported 
the recycling efforts of the applicant in principle, but felt that the permit should not be 
granted until greater care was taken to avoid emissions to air and water from the site. 
No specific communication took place between applicant and authority, everything 
was handled through formal channels.
UUS2 – Case summary
The environmental permit was applied for the extension of an existing piggery in a 
sparsely populated rural area with a long local history.  The new owners saw the old 
piggery as an opportunity for expansion, and since acquiring the site have invested 
heavily in increasing its capacity.  The permit application relates mainly to expanding 
the capacity of the piggery, but also a disagreement over the necessity to build a new 
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sludge tank as was required by the permit obtained by previous owners (and not 
fulfilled). 
Four parties participated during the permit deliberation process, all neighbours 
(permanent or temporary residents).  The main concerns expressed relate to the 
vicinity of waterways and the risks to groundwater, the treatment of sludge (the 
owners have no fields of their own), issues of smell and the legality of applying for 
new permits when previous permit conditions have not been met.  The main local 
activist had been involved in disputes with earlier owners of the piggery as well as 
local authorities regarding unmet environmental permit conditions, building and 
planning offences and common land disagreements.  Many underlying issues affect 
communication in this case, and all parties are in some ways in conflict with each 
other.
ESA1 – Case summary
The environmental permit application relates to the expansion in area and activity 
of a landfill and waste processing site near a larger city in an otherwise rural part 
of Finland.  The site is near a lake and there is both permanent and temporary 
accommodation nearby.  The site has been in existence for decades and is the main 
collection point for waste arising from the municipality. However, as a result of 
expansion and new activities undertaken on site such as composting, the installation 
has become the focus of some local disputes. 
Participation in the permit application was high, with both temporary and 
permanent local inhabitants and local businesses participating in the deliberation 
process.  The main concerns relating to the permit application were on issues of smells, 
noise and potential waterway contamination (and the ensuing losses to business and 
amenity). The permit authority and applicant maintain a good working relationship, 
but relations between participants and both applicant and authority are strained.   
ESA2 – Case summary
A dairy farm applied for an environmental permit for the first time and encountered 
local resistance to the expansion of cattle capacity.  The dairy farm is located in a 
traditionally agrarian landscape with some inactive farms (with permanent residents) 
and holiday accommodation nearby.  The farm is situated on a hill, on a small peninsula 
surrounded by fairly shallow water.   The permit application was well received by the 
authorities and only the participants had concerns about environmental and comfort-
related impacts following from the expansion. 
The farm has existed for at least three generations and the farmers are well-known 
in the local community. The main participants in this case are temporary residents 
concerned with the spreading of sludge, and the potential effects of runoff in local 
wells and the surrounding waterway. 
PSA1 – Case summary
This permit concerns a dumping ground for used soils.  The site is not near habitation, 
but right next to a cultivated field.  The permit applicant is the municipality, and the 
participants in the case were the local roads authority and the farmer whose field 
was neighbouring the site.  The permit authority had a good working relationship 
with all parties and did not consider this case to be problematic.  Both the applicant 
and interviewed participant questioned the need for a permit when such a minor 
site was in question.
PSA2 – Case summary
This permit application concerned the expansion and diversification of a metal 
scrapping site on an industrial estate.  The site was operating under an existing 
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permit granted by the municipality, but had to reapply to the regional environmental 
centre for a new permit upon expansion.  All parties maintained good working 
relationships throughout, and only one participant had a comment relating to the 
outward appearance of the site.  The applicant did not question the need for a permit, 
but considered it a marketing asset.
LAP1 – Case summary
An old dairy farm sought a first-time permit for expansion of cattle capacity in a small 
village in Lapland.  The area is flat with few surrounding fields, but with a sizeable 
lake nearby.  The village is small but a handful of neighbours live within sight of the 
farm.  The permit authority and applicant have a good working relationship and the 
case did not present great environmental problems.  The local participants however 
are strongly opposed to expansion due to concerns regarding sludge spreading and 
the risks of contaminating the local lake.
The participants are all related, and have had strained relationships with the 
previous owners of the dairy farm.
LAP2 – Case summary
The environmental permit application concerned an existing glulam and furniture 
factory which had previously operated without an environmental permit.  The permit 
process was initiated by a neighbour who had alerted authorities to dust pollution 
coming from the site (through both the police and environmental authorities), and 
upon inspection the permit authority deemed the site requiring of a permit.  The 
applicant did not feel the permit was necessary and objected to the additional cost 
and trouble, and the permit authority admitted to this being an unusual case. 
The site of the activity is in a business park, with few inhabitants nearby, and 
the only participants in the case were the initiating neighbour and a neighbouring 
business.  The business participant only expressed some concern about dust spreading, 
but was confused about the need for a permit process. 
ISY1 – Case summary
The permit application relates to a mining operation near a lake in eastern Finland. 
The surrounding area is sparsely populated, but many properties and parties use and 
live near local waterways. The mining company is foreign, but with some Finnish 
staff.  The mining activity required an EIA to be implemented, which attracted a lot 
of local attention.  Participation at the EIA stage led to changes to the application. The 
permit application was largely based on EIA documentation, and little direct contact 
took place after EIA between applicant and neighbours.  The applicant maintains 
a tight relationship with the local municipality however, and deems the permit 
authority to be competent.  
The main participant concerns related to impacts to local waterways, both through 
potential pollution as well as water extraction.  These impacts were not deemed 
important by the applicant, as the technology used in mining operations is advanced 
and the company admits to few harmful environmental impacts.  After the EIA, 
participation was lower than expected by the permit authority, although those who 
did participate raised valid concerns.  
ISY2 – Case summary
The permit applicant is a peat extraction and processing company with many peat 
extraction sites around Finland. This application concerns an existing extraction site 
in eastern Finland planned for expansion.  The site has been in use since the 1980’s 
without a permit, and this application was preceded by a well-attended EIA process. 
The initial application was rejected for incompleteness, and the applicant feels that 
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standardisation is lacking within the implementation of permit processes by different 
permit authorities in the country.  The peat bog in question is near an important 
groundwater area, and there are several sensitive waterways nearby that would be 
affected by extraction activities.
Participation was fairly high, including an NGO, fishermen and local inhabitants 
(both permanent and temporary). The key concerns surround water quality. The 
applicant did not feel there were significant environmental risks in the project, and 
would proceed with expansion plans even if this particular permit application was 
not successful.  
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